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I. Introduction

The building of a new organization is, in many ways,

like a journey into the unknown. One cannot predict what

lies-ahead, whether or not the destination will be reached,

or what obstacles and impediments may be encountered along

the way,

'Despite this uncertainty, beginning organization tend

to benefit from a little planned. parenthood. Rate of growth,

for example, is a matter which must be deliberated carefully.

Incentive.to create must be pondered, the capacity to

nurture must be assessed, the willingness to undergo the

-inevitable strains and stresses must be considered, and

the probable benefits must be estimated.

The pages which follow.représent the final report on

a planning grant from the National Center. for Educational

Communication. They tell the story "of such deliberations.

The subject was to determine whether there should be a

Communications Coalition for Educational Change. Six monts

of plannin4 have now occUrred. The time has been devoted

to a searching out of answers to several critical questions:

What communication goals are of most.worth? How can they

most effectively be accomplished? What pursuits should

be undertaken, in what order? And, with respect to the

most critical qUeition of all, in an.already overcrowded

communications environment,

to t.lke root and'ttirive?

there room for the Coalition



The planning was based upon several preliminary

assumptions: first, educating the citizenrY about educa-

tion is a crucial requirement; second, various forms of

communications failure currently inhibit such education;

third, significant lapses exist within the communications

enterprise itself; that is, large segments of the population

presently remain untouched by activities intended to inform

the general public. Using these assumptions as a point of

departure, the Coalition staff began its planning work. We

wished to test the validity of the assumptions, to explore

potential correctives, to identify occupational impediments

and other constraints, and ultimately to predict survival

potential.

We organized ourelves by setting some short-term goals,

som long-term goals, some developmental activities, and

some theoretical explorations. As short-term goals, for

example, we analyzed existing communications systems,

defined the various audiences which utilized educational

information, tested the degree of cooperation which could

be won with existing communications agencies, projected

operational budgets, researched their feasibility, and so

on. With respect to the long-term goals, we gave thought

to the design of a communication network, the creation of an

administrative and policy-making structure for the Coalition,

the prompting of national concern for educational problems,

and the initiation of programs which would result in an

2



educationally informed public. These efforts, we reasoned,

would require two pragmatic operations. One can learn from

the lessons of the past by examining theoretical insights

derived from sound research, and one can learn from trial

and error by attacking problems on one's own. We did both.

We launched a series of modest projects in Jacksonville,

Dayton, Baltimore, and Chicago, among others, and we pains-

takingly examined the anatomy of healthy and unhealthy

communication procedures.

Finally, since we knew that the Coalition would need

to be self-supporting, we devoted some attention to the

practical matters of cash-flow and sustaining income. We

investigated probable markets, production costs, distri-

bution costs, copyright provisions, and similar aspects of

business management. The fruits of these variable labors

are described in the pages which follow. At the outset,

the short-term and long-term goals are each described.

Next, each of the developmental projects is summarized, and

the interim conclusions are synthesized. These conclusions

are then given order and meaning through fusion with a

variety of research findings: in short, the lessons from

the field and the lessons from scholarship are integrated

into a set of theoretical constructs. Lastly, a plan for a

Coalition setting forth purpose, membership, method of

operation, representative projects, projected growth rates,

and life-style are presented.



II. A Vision: The Long-Term Goals

The birth of an organization, if properly planned,

must encompass a vision of the future. The Coalition's

architects were impelled by such a vision. Its founders

were convinced that public involvement in educational

decision-making was an inevitable fact of life in the period

ahead. Indeed, it is already apparent that the public has

a will which it intends to exercise: bond issues have

failed, promising new curricula have been rejected, programs

of school integration have been overthrown, plans for the

busing of children have been endorsed or refuted -- all

because people have strong convictions about the kinds of

schools their children should attend. It is self-evident,

therefore, that an informed citizenry is crucial, and that

the public's flagging confidence in its schools is not

likely to be restored until people understand what schools can

and must do, and why. As matters presently stand, there is

little question but that needed change in the educational

enterprise is being impeded by hesitancy, uncertainty, and

outright opposition on the part of taxpayers.

The research relating to public attitude and belief

suggests that the problem is largely related to communications

failure. People are unaware of available new alternatives,

or unable to distinguish between momentary fashions and

authentic improvements, or fearful of the unfamiliar, or



unwilling to accept the inevitability of social evolution.

In each of these situations, however, the corrective

depends upon better communications -- going beyond the mere

transmission of information to the deeper goals of reflec-

tion, reason, and the impulse to act.

The predominant goal of the organization, consequently,

was clear from the outset: to overcome communications

failures which tend to impede useful educational change.

In short, the organization was to educate people about

education -- and to do so with candor and unremitting

integrity. This process of informing people, the architects

believed, was an indispensable element in promoting har-

monious social change.

The Coalition was to be established as a non-profit

organization, and designed to serve the public good. It

was to draw its membership from representative educational

agencies, the media industry, and communications networks

whose clients included one or more of education's many

publics. Five agencies served as the initial sponsors:

The United States Office of Education, the Corporation for

Public Broadcasting, the Kettering Foundation, the National

Education Association, and Curriculum Development Associates,

Inc.

Out of the

informed public -- three other long-term ambitions developed.

To begin with, an ancient communications principle holds

overriding goal -- achieving an educationally



that meaningful information is difficult to transmit to

a disinterested audience. Thus, it was essential that a

second goal be that of promoting a national concern for

educational change. This concern, moreover, needed to begin

with dialogues of many shapes and forms, and to end in a

concrete desire to act. In turn, this second goal prompted

a third: the design of a communication system which would

respect several indispensable conditions: the system must

not compete but work cooperatively with the existing

communications networks; it must deal with the significant

rather than the trivial; it must reach audiences which

currently were not reached due to communication lapses;

and it must transmit information in easily-understood forms,

and through convenient mass media. Finally, assuming that

an effective communications system could be designed, it

would be necessary to create an administrative and policy-

making structure, an operational scheme which would make

it possible for the Coalition to pursue its objectives on

permanent basis, and "to ensure its own self-support.

Viewed in the large, the vision was an ambitious one.

A new organization was to be created. It would seek

perpetuate useful educational change through achieving an

educationally informed public, and, through the value of

its services, it would pay its own way Working carefully,

and soliciting the cooperative collaboration o



:ommunication networks, the organization would design an

knformation system which would overcome fragmentation, fill

misting voids, and identify and meet the public's informa-

tion needs as new educational problems emerged. Underlying

ill its efforts, there would be a continuous attempt to

involve the citizenry in the problems of its educational

institutions, promoting a meaningful analysis of the issues,

mnd prompting rational action. Out of all this would come

the primary accomplishment -- an educationally informed

public.



III. In the Beginning: The Short-Term Goals

The difference between an impossible dream and a

realizable goal lies in the hard test of reality.

Accordingly, the Coalition's architects were mindful of

the need for a practical approach. Only by engaging in

a carefully sequenced series of interim sub-goals could

the Coalition determine whether its long-term goals were

a hopeless mirage or a feasible reality. Four tasks were

therefore set as the essential work of the first six months.

First, it would be necessary to analyze the existing

communications systems. What were their strengths and

weaknesses? What sorts of activities lent themselves to

greater collaborative effort? And, perhaps of greatest

importance, what were the vital communication procedures

which bridged the gap between "knowing about a problem" and

"acting to achieve its solution."

Second, it would be necessary to define the various

public audiences. How did the communication needs of

legislators differ from those of other taxpayers? Did

urban communities respond to different communications

devices than rural ones? Did race and class play a role in

determining effective communications activities? Under what

conditions was one medium Preferable to.another? Above all

who were the definitive consumers of educational information



and what knowledge did they each consider to be of most

worth?

Third, it was necessary to ascertain which communi-

cation devices worked best with which particular audience.

Which social groups were most comfortable with printed

information and which preferred television? What were the

comparative advantages of newspapers and radio discussion

programs? Would there be any perceptible benefit to

re-establishing a contemporary version of the old town-hall

meetings, taking full advantage of the modifications which

modern communications technology afforded, and encouraging

people to take a more active interest in public education?

Four, it was necessary to flesh out the Coalition's

relationship with existing communications agencies and

educational organizations. How, in short, could the

Coalition best collaborate and function? Similarly, with

respect to its administrative and policy-making structure,

answers were needed for a number of other questions: How

large Should the Coall:tion'be? WhatwOUTd be 'an apprOpxiate

minimum budget for continued existence?

most effective method of determining the

priority of communication

panels shOuld :be

What would be the

most rational

problems? What sorts of advisory

constituted, and how could representative

representation be achieved? What potential would there be

in multi-media "packages" designed for use with citizens'



discussion groups? How much attention should be given to

practical considerations such as copyright provisions and

relationship with established production centers? How

could a non-profit organization best produce revenue which

would guarantee self-support? To what extent would chari-

table foundations be willing to underwrite "high-risk"

communication experiments? These and other questions

constituted a kind of investigative blueprint, detailing

the early planning activities.

These four necessities, each representing an important

practical requirement in its own right, thus constituted

the framwork of the short-term goals. Together with the

developmental activities, described in the section which

follows, they created the criteria against which the

Coalition's usefulness and life style could be gauged.



IV. First Steps: Developmental Activities

The Coalition has now completed its first 180 days.

In view of our short-term and long-term goals, we reasoned

that, during the first six months, it would be most

profitable to explore the prognosis for our future on a

multi-lateral front. We wished, for example, to undertake

some developmental activities in order to test our opera-

tional muscle. In addition, we needed to learn something

about existing communication failures in order to determine

whether or not the Coalition might make an ultimate contri-

bution to an already cluttered environment. Thirdly, since

nothing is so practical as a sound theory, we needed to

identify some theoretical constructs which might guide us

in the period ahead. And, beyond all of the fOregoing, we

needed to initiate some organizing explorations in order to

ascertain whether or not an alliance between the producers,

disseminators, and the consumers of educational information

was feasible. Finally, we needed a plan which would project

the Coalition's operation.

In pursuing these diverse needs, we thought it politic

to approach the problems from different_Vantage points, _

building in a deliberate overload of data, so that we might

Compare our findings and flUSh out any cOntradictions between

theory and practice.. Me therefore programMed three overlapping

1
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procedures, each intended to get at the same questions.

We first launched a series of developmental activities,

to provide some

analysis of the

obtain clues to

empirical evidence; next, we launched an

existing research data, so that we could

pervasive communication failures; lastly,

we took a hard analytical look at the major communications

media -- the Coalition's ultimate-weapon -- to learn more

about the relative advantages and disadvantages of each medium.

Through such a multi-lateral approach, we hoped to avoid

misconceptions stemming from insufficient evidence.

The five developmental projects are described below,

and the description of the major communications media and

the analysis of pervasive communications failures are

described in the succeeding .two sections.

1. Jacksonville

In the first of our developmental activities, we have

launched plans.for

Florida.

a "feedback project" in Jacksonville,

Two-way communication is a relatively new phenomenon

in information transmission. Somewhat better known in the

television Industry, it remains -y-irtually ignored as a

device for clarifying misunderstandings regarding the

educational process. Although educational institutions

2



have devoted a vast amount of attention to conveying the

desirability of innovations, little attempt has been made

to solicit or interpret the public's reaction. Moreover,

since there really is no educational public, but rather a

conglomeration of disparate publics, much of the current

educational crisis stems from people's inability to under-

stand or tolerate conflicting ideologies. Thus, two major

problems exist: first, because of faulty communication,

the schools are somewhat unresponsive to community expec-

tations; and second, the general citizenry does not recognize

the widely divergent demands which different social groups

place upon their schools.

Similarly, controversies regarding the public schools

have been nurtured by a gross absence of person-to-person

exchange. Despite the spectacular gains which have been

made in communications technology and in the quality of

radio, print, and television products, person-to-person

communication remains, by far and away, the most effective

means of influencing public attitude, belief, and opinion.

Healthy human interaction is of

feed-back is indispensable,

necessity

and probe for deeper meaning must

two-way process,

opportunity to clarify

be present. Since

different people respond differently to

way communication is infinitely

greater than in a two-way interchange. In addition, most



communications have an infectious character; that is, the

original sender delivers a message to a receiver -- who then

transmits (and perhaps misinterprets) the message to others

with whom he interacts. The probabilities of misunderstanding

and misconception therefore increase substantially.

Within the last year, WJCT, a public television s-i-tion

in Jacksonville, has developed an imaginative new approach

to two-way communication. In effect, the development of

"mobile units" makes it possible to carry on two-way, person-

to-person communication with exceedingly large numbers of

people. Though technologically impressive, the method is

simple: small vans containing camera and sound equipment

are dispatched to various parts of the city. Televising

capability is established in a church, a back yard, or a

jail. People congregated in these areas are therefore able

to monitor and respond to discussions emanating from the

central station. In this fashion, it is possible to literally

broadcast a town hall meeting, and to

people simultaneously i

involve several hundred

n a two-,Way, threeWay or tenway*

dialogue. The spectacular

obviously, is that many :of the

referred to above', axe Corrected-.

advantage of the: Strategy,

communications disabilities,

._The COmMuniCations
'

Coalition for Educational Change

potential inherent in.the Jacksonville

and proposes o eXtend its 'usefulness as a

recognizes the

procedure,

communication vehicle f r participatory democracy .



Concomitantly, the proposed project will help meet the need

for a rational understanding of educational problems,

promote greater cooperation among public television stations,

and develop an imaginative new use of the television media.

With respect to the public at large, the project will alert

parents to some of the more pressing problems of education,

perpetuate a more informed public -- increasing the likeli-

hood of intelligent local control, illulainate differences

in public opinion, and focus national attention on the

pluralistic aspirations of different groups of Americans.

Project Design

The Coalition will undertake pre-production research,

coordination, and supervision of four community feedback

programs. These'will deal with such issues as the follow-

ing:

(1) Alternative

(2)

(3)

(4): Proper LimitatiOns on Student Freedom.

Each program will be produced (initially) at

The Desirability of

Pros andCons of

FinandingSchooling.

the All-Year School,

CommunitYControl

station

WJCT in Jacksonville. The production format for-each will

be the same. Three nationally-recognized experts on the

issue will be brought to the 'Jacksonville station. In a

discussion, moderated by a local host, they will air con-

flicting expert points of view on the issue. Audience



feedback, emanating from the WJCT studio as well as from

various points in the city and reflecting different sub-

cultures, will then be initiated. The dialogues among the

experts and the community will be pursued for a period of

three to four hours. Jacksonville, Florida, is a large

metropolitan area and great care will be taken to involve

representative citizens who constitute a good cross-section

of political and educotIonal beliefs, reflective not merely

of the South but of the nation as a whole.

Following the community feedback progiiams, the resulting

video tapes will be edi ed extensively. TWo products will be

derived from this editing:

(1) A one-hour film, synthesizing the gist of the

dialogues, which can be broadcast and viewed

elsewhere; and

(2) An edited sequence of clips, based upon the

experts' points of view, which can be used to

stimulate similar community dialogues in other

public television programs throughout the nation.

Twenty copies of the one-hour film will be produced and

made available for secondary broadcast. These should be most

useful at school board meetings, PTA conferences, trainina

sessions designed to familiarize school administrators with

points of public concern, and so on. Additionally, they, can

be broadcast by public and commercial television stations

wherever interest exists and rights can be establish4d.

Inasmuch as the Coalition is an alliance of educational



organizations and media networks, it is in an excellent

position to insure widespread dissemination of the films.

Ten copies of the sequenced clips, based upon the

experts' testimony, will also be produced. These will be

used in ten selected cities to generate additional community

dialogue.

In short, it is anticipated that other public television

stations, using a, format of their choice, can deploy the

clips without charge as a means of sponsoring the educational

involvement
-

of citizens in their own locale .

leader's could be

by the experts,

Local

asked to respond to the convictions

citizens groups might be asked,

school

espoused

in group

discussion, to participate in a broadcast criticizing the

The particular chOice of format is

crucial; the primary objectives are to (a) focus local

community attention on a major educational problem, (b)

gain secondary benefit from money invested in obtaining

expert testimony, and (c) promote greater and more rational

community involvement in educational decision-making.

It is our belief that the project. is of mutual benefit

to the public televisio industry, public oducation, and the

general citizenry. For the industry, a relatively dramatic

new device can be-put-into Widespread uSe; for ,public'educa-

tion, community attention ,can, be, focuseduponfour:,signifi7

cant, if not crucial dilemmas; and for citizens, local

2 0
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control and participato_T democracy become somewhat more

realistic and viable.

2. Baltimore

A second project, somewhat less well-developed, is'

being undertaken with a public televisiOn station in Balti-7

more, Maryland. The Coalition will join with the NEA and

the Corporation for Public Broadcasting in the production

of a television program on student rights. The program

treat a highly controverSial and exceedingly delicate

civil rights of students and teachers within a public-

institution.

Schools traditionally are charged with the social

tation of youth. Accordingly, they set policies which not

make for efficient operation, but can impinge upon

the civil liberties of students, teachers, and administrators.

length of a student's hair, the right of a teacher to

drink in public, and the prerogative of a school principal

to propagandize for a political cause of his choice: all

serve as examples of educational policies which curtail the

human rights of people associated with the schools.

The revolt of minority groups, the press for greater

civil liberties, and the increasing clamor on the part of

youth for the right tO participatein determiningtheir
-

own destiny, all bear upon'the problem'of students rights.

1.5



Moreover, parents themselves are divided on the issue of

student automony and school authority. There are those who

believe that the schools should set minimum standards of

conduct and behavior, irrespective of the student's civil

liberties, and there are those who believe that students

are human beings as well as citizens and therefore entitled

to the perquisites of citizenship.

Like many other issues involving schooling, the problem

derives from the pluralistic system of values which currently

characterize the society. These value conflicts being what

they are, it is unlikely that the issue can be resolved

agreeably to all parties concerned. A consensus position,

effecting a reasonable compromise, however, would seem to

be possible. In addition, we believe that there would be

great benefit in clarifying the conflicting positions,

familiarizing the general public with the nature of the

dispute, and publicizing the position favored by most

schools.

In the proposed venture, therefore, an attempt will:

be made to define the range of student rights within the

secondary schools, to document the reasoning behind

ft needed curtailment," and to debate the advisability o

more flexible -- or more rigid -- provisions.

case of the Jacksonville project, the Coalition plans

extensive secondary use of the completed

After initial broadcast in Baltimore and



plan to utilize a videotape or film of the program in

spawning a variety of public discussions on the topic.

For example, the Coalition might generate a series

of community-school dialogues which involve students, parents

and school officials. In short, it is our hope that the

television production can be reshaped into a communications

device which will stimulate and encourage such dialogue.

In this fashion, we hope to assess the possibility of

combatting a chronic communications problem in education:

people tend to magnify specific criticisms -- high taxes,

sex education, a losing football team "permissive"

attitudes toward

attitude. It

students -- into a generalized negative

may be that by attacking public Concerns

do much to counteractan

unfounded sense of malaise

Chicago

n Chicago a projeCt on envirdnMenta.1 education

under way. As in our other developmental activities,

purposes are multiple.

We are seeking for example, further experience in

cooperative endeavors with a media network. The project,

dealing with environmental education, is being carried on

is

our

in conjunction with station-WTTW. A coordinated sequence

of television programs will be produced, aimed simultaneously

20"



at three distinct audiences: children, parents, and

teachers. The point is to determine whether the benefits

of instructional television are enhanced when there are

parallel efforts to inform parents and retrain teachers.

Educational documentaries on ecology, geared for the

junior high school student, will be matched with public

television offerings aimed at parents and shown in prime

time. In turn, a related series of teacher training pro-

grams, broadcast during the school day, will also be

produced in the hope that such a synchronized procedure

will demonstrate considerable advantage over present

practices.

In addition, since the public's expectations of their

schools tend to shift from time to time, we are anxious to

learn whether curricular innovations, based upon current

social problems, are well-received. A considerable body

of communications research indicates that the parents who

are most knowledgeable about schools, and those who, in One

way or another, have profited from education generally

manifest a more favorable attitude toward public education.

We would like, consequ'ently, to verify this.hypothesis by

assessing the impact.of the sequenced series on public

opinion; once completed, we intend to use the programs in

a number of geographical regions elsewhere in the country to

test their effect on public attitudes.

21



Still another purpose has to do with the possibilities

of cross-fertilizing communication messages. As things now

stand, potent educational information periodically appears

in newspapers, radio broadcasts, and television programs.

There is, however, no organized attempt to see that informa-

tion disseminated through one medium is also communicated

through other networks. As a result, people who rely upon

newspapers for their news may miss important ideas which

are broadcast only on television, and those who rely upon

the radio may miss communication messages which appear only

in the newspapers. Following the completion of the WTTW

envitOnMental edUcation

substantive

investigate the consequences of multiple dissemination

Series we hope to convett the

inforMationHto radio and press fotmats and to

activities.

4. Dayton

In another facet of its planning activities the

Coalition has undertaken a major communications study

city of Dayton Ohio.

Little is known about the mechanisms of infotmal

communications within the sub-cultures of a community; even

less is known about the relationships between such informal

information exchanges and the more formal use of mass media .

The study therefore seemed an essential prerequisite to

future Coalition operations.

2,522



Several reasons support the selection of Dayton: first,

the city is large enough to reflect the kinds of urban

problems characteristic of the nation's largest cities, yet

small enough to make a depth survey manageable. Second,

Dayton is in the midst of an educational crisis, based

largely upon conflicting objectives of various subcultures;

thus fundamental educational issues are being actively aired

and debated. Third, Dayton is one of several American

cities which maintains an ombudsman's office at civic

expense, and this ombudsman's office has expressed a keen

desire to cooperate in the survey. Fourth, Dayton

possesses a number of-research agencies, ea.ch of which

could contribute to the survey. And fifth, because of

Dayton's population mix of differing American opinions and

values in the 1970s, a communications survey in Dayton

would likely yield greater profit than one in a sociologi-

cally less interesting city.

This survey of a prototype community -- an effort to

gain a better understanding of informal human communication

and the etiology of educational attitudes and beliefs -- is

prompted in the main by our lack of understanding regarding

these phenomena. We know that people's values and beliefs

play a major part in determining the kinds of behavior they

choose to act out. The informal communications which shape

these attitudes and beliefs may, in the end, have greater
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consequence than the more formalized communications of the

mass media.

Dayton is an almost classical example of a city divided

by public allegiance to competing educational ideology.

There are at least four different educational publics in

Dayton: one consists of a large black community with its

own special educational values and aspirations; one is a

lower-middle class white community, politically conserva-

tive as well as strongly opposed to the present system and

to any further educational change; one an affluent middle

and upper-middle class, generally satisfied with the

present condition of the sdhools; and one, an affluent

middle class that strongly favors rapid educational change

and increased emphasis upon humanistic educational objectives.

The present

four-three split.

the conservative

majority group,

.tration, re

school board ip strongly divided, with

rIihe two factions tend:tO as.bloC84.

faction now having a majority of one.

heavilY Opposed to the present

cently captured the decisive fourth seat in the

November election. It is still uncertain whether the

present school superintendent will stay, resign, or be

dismissed. The liberal bloc, out of power but two weeks, is

already marshalling its forces for the next voting contest.

Political lines are sharply drawn and seemingly

ineradicable. The ideological conflicts are so deeply

etched in public thinking that Dayton has never been able



to mount a sustained junion high school program -- largely

because some of the conservative groups of the community

are convinced that such middle-schools represent a "first

step toward communism." All in all, there is a rare

opportunity to study public values and beliefs in the context

of an actual political crisis.

Briefly stated, the Coalition's survey, utilizing a

controlled-study design,

questions:

1. What educational beliefs and aspirations do

will seek the answers to four

each of Dayton's sub-cultures have for their

schools?

2. Through what communication channels were these

beliefs and aspirations derived?

. Can each group s educational beliefs be

altered through selected communication efforts?

4. If so, which communication procedures are most

We

effective with each group?

believe that if useful answers to these questions

cari be learned the resulting implications will be applicable

to virtually every other urban community in the United States.

Hopefully, the study will also serve to verify or refute

in the context of public education -- a number of generaliza-

tions from general communications theory.

The.study is divided into three distinct phases.

These are:
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Phase I: Public Opinion Survey

Here the study will attempt to obtain the

answers to the first two questions above for

each of the identifiable subcultures. In

collaboration with Dayton's Public Opinion Survey

Center and its ombudsman's office, the Coalition

will test public opinion through the use of a

standard set of survey techniques. However, in

a somewhat unusual gambit, we intend to utilize

a community self-study device. That is, rather

than utilize trained interviewers the study will

allow private citizens to work with

culture peers

their sub-

and to obtain the requisite survey

data. This maneuver, of course, will present

certain technical difficulties in controlling the

validity of the data. Nonetheless, we believe

that the contamination factors can be overcome,

and that the probable advantages outweigh the

disadvantages. The desirability of a conmunity

self-study is great enough that exploring its

feasibility would be most worthwhile. Moreover,

since there is little reason for the citizens

to either camouflage or misrepresent their

educational beliefs and expectations, reason-

able integrity of response can be presumed.

Perhaps of greatest importance', 'the heavy involveMent
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of local citizens should serve to vitiate the

fears, suspicions, and mistrust which normally

arise when an outside group investigates a

community's ideological convictions.

Phase II: Communication Activities (Informal)

Once at l_ast partial answers to the first

two survey questions are available, a variety of

communication activities will be deployed in

order to solicit answers to questions *3 and #4...

During Phase II, Dayton's ombudsman

again be heavily relied upon;

sta.:if personnel will o-ganize

we anticipate that

and supervise a

variety of informal communication activities.

Phase II will again emphasize the crucial impor-

tance of citizen involvement. We propose, in

short, to allow Dayton citizens, in each of the

four identified social groups, to select both the

issues they wish to consider

method Of communiCation For

and their preferred

example, it is

likely that the residents of East Dayton will wish

to communicate their concerns about sex education

to school officials. Furthermore is probable

that they will prefer a series of face-to-face

dialogues with administrators to other communicai-tion devices. Accordingly, n Phase II, such

interchange will be made possible.

2



During Phase II, also, the Coalition will

test the efficacy of several attitude-changing

devices. Using procedures devised by Rokeach and

others, we will attempt -- in the course of these

informal communication activities -- to generate

"cognitive dissonance." In other words, we will

attempt to draw people's attention to conflicts

between their own expressed values and those of

others they admire, or to illuminate conflicts

between several of their own expressed values.

It may be possible, in this way, to determine

whether informal communication activities can be

used not only to serve the normal goals of communi-

cation, but to modify attitudes and values as well.

The choice of specific communication acti-

vities to be used will depend, in large measure,

upon the information preferences of each social

group. It is anticipated, however, that these

activities will include formal communication pro-

cedures, discussions which preface community action

programs, person-to-person conversations at

picnics, parties, church socials, and various other

human interaction procedures.

It is widely held, 'in communication theory,

that the public's understanding of education is

best advanced by focusing "messages" on key citizens

28'
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who se/-ve as opinion leaders. These leaders, it

is believed, are extremely influential in shaping

the attitudes of their followers. Whether or

not these assumptions are true, particularly in the

case of people's educational aspirations for their

young, is something we hope to learn.

The quality of the study will be heavilv

dependent upon the Coalition's ability to deal

with tangible issues. Apart from

need for some itCommOn'referende

essent-ial thatwe

the

points,

obvious

is

learn, if at all possible, more

aboUtthe different brands of conventional wiSdom

Hwhich separate the public's beliefs about-educa-7

this conpectiOn,. of_great

importance to investigate the kinds of educational

values people assign to their neighbors and

political antagonists. There is good reason to

:believe for example, that many presumed educa-

tional disputes among social groups are based not

on educational issues at all, but rather on a

contest for political power.

Eecause of the great complexity of elements

with which we wish to concern ourselves, it will

be essential to utilize a siMple research design

that Makes use of ,as many, pre-post contrOlS as

possible. Moreover, because of the substantial



technical difficulties posed by the use o

citizens as interviewers, it seems wise to treat

the investigation as an exploration intended to

yi'ald promising leads for subsequent, more

scientifically precise, studies. For the present

purpose, the major benefit appears to lie

general consideration of a number of different

variables rather than in a narrow focus on

or two. illustrate, we might wish to gather

data, mid-stream

beliefs which

on differences in educational

might exist among different occu-

pational groups. A rigidly structured design,

using a

would

Variety of controls

prohibit such a

and coUnter-cOntrols,

maneuver.

Phase III: Communication Activities (Formal)

In addition to the survey to be performed in

:Phase I, wherein specific educational beliefs and

'expectations are identified, and the initiation

of informal communications activities projected

for Phase II, the Coalition will assess the impact

of Dayton's other, more conventional communica-

tions system of mass media. The city has several

radio stations, two newspapers, commercial

television stations, and plans for a contemplated

educational television station. Moreoven, Dayton

has distinguished itself.through its thorough

,
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planning for the eventual development of cable

television facilities. Not yet available, they

give promise of being among the most carefully de-

signed and effective in the nation.

During Phase III, overlapping the latter

stages of Phase II, the Coalition will launch a

series of communications activities utilizing the

mass media. There are two purposes to these

activities. First, we are anxious to compare

the relative benefits of formal (mass media)

communications devices with those derived from

the more informal (two-way) dialogues. Second

we believe that the results of the Dayton public's

self-study, disseminated via the mass media, will

greatly facilitate the city's desire to resolve

the political crisis which now characterizes the

disputed issues.

Finally, we are optimistic about the possi-

bilities of analyzing the political machinations,

and their communicative overtones, that will

inevitably follow the November election. It is

possible that the Dayton study will shed new light

on the politics of school control and the inter-

relationship between the public's political and

educational ideologies.
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5. Finance Paper

The last of our ongoing developmental activities

deals with an effort to estimate the Coalition's potential

for informing the public on a significant issue. The

problem is a significant one because it strikes at the

very heart of the Coalition's work style. The research

on mass communication has repeatedly demonstrated that

people seem to prefer editorialized messages to objective,

non-partisan ones. What this means, obviously, is that

people prefer communications which adVocate a particular

point of view. By comparing the arguments of different

advocates, they eventually form a position themselves.

The Coalition's inception, however, was based in large

measure u'pon an abiding faith in the citizenry's ability

to make intelligent use of objective statements of fact.

We believe, in short, that once people learn to analyze

alternatives for themselves, the cause of participatory

democracy is advanced. The best defense against manipula-

tive propaganda, in other words, is a thinking public.

We therefore wished to select an issue for objective analysis,

to describe the problem and the available alternatives

easily understood language, to suggest the probable advan-

tages and disadvantages of each alternative

possible, and to disseminate the

as circumstances permitted. Thus,

as efficiently

we could



obtain badly needed evidence on a crucial plank in our

campaign.

We selected, as the issue of greatest potential, the

matter of financing the public schools. For reasons we

do not yet fully understand, our society has never felt

compelled to correct inequities in its method of financing

the public schools. Many of the nation's affluent communi-

ties are able to support excellent schools on a comparatively

low tax rate. Other districts, however, even under the

duress of an exceedingly high tax rate, are unable to

finance even passably acceptable schools for their children.

It is not uncommon to find in a single state a range of

$150 per child to $900 dollars per child in the amount

people spend per year on the education of the young.

Recently, the California Supreme Court rendered a

decision which held that California's present school

financing system is unconstitutional because of inequities

in schooling opportunity. Not only is tIm Serrano decision

dramatic, but it is likely to have far-reaching consequences.

Almost certainly, most other states will now feel obligated

to re-examine their own school support structures, not only

from the point of view of equitability but also from that

of constitutionality .

suits filed against their school

aftermath of the Serrano decision.



These circumstances make the issue of school finance

an almost ideal case for the Coalition's purpose. It

deals with a problem of practical concern to every taxpaying

American, and with economic and legal principles that are

not generally understood by the public-at-large. More, the

financial support of the :schools represents a topic that has

been carefully researched for many years by academic

scholars. As a consequence, there is a considerable amount

of theoretical knowledge -- underscoring the alternative

solutions to the problem which are at issue -- that could

be translated into language comprehensible to the layman.

And, because of the issue's extreme topicality, it is a

fitting vehicle for the Coalition's exploratory purposes.

Accordingly, the Coalition is now at work on a state-

ment of the issue. An already-completed preliminary draft

has been subjected to initial critique, and it currently is

being revised. Additional critiques and revisions are

planned for the immediate future. As soon as the final

version is at hand, we Plan a widespread distribution of

the statement.

Synthesizing the best of the available research the

issue statement treats several basic questions: (1) How

much money should be spent on the public schools?

Where will the needed

money, be allocated

districts best

among pupils and chools? (4) How can

utilize the available funds? (5) How

Should financial:burdenS



The central objective of the statement is to define

the actions open to the public as clearly and fOrthrightly

as possible. Accordingly, a number of alternatives for

the collection and distribution of school support funds

are described. In addition, voucher plans, performance

contracting, and other innovations regarding the 'utilization

of funds are explored. To the extent that circumstances

permit, experimental models and promising new practices,

now ongoing in various parts of the country, are used as

illustrations.

Apart from our fundamental desire to get an honest-and

badly needed statement to different educational audiences,

we are intrigued by one further pOtential in the activity.

Any issue concerning the amount Of money people must yield

from their personal incomes for the support of a_public

institution is likely to set loose an exceptional athount

of Controversy. Our knowledge regarding the relationship

between communication and public controversy is scant. There

is reason to believe, for example, that normal patterns of-

public communication are changedduring periOds of high.

controversy. As conflict overan issue mounts, for example,'

temporary citizens groups designed 'to preSs for a desired

resolution may be created. As a result, new opinion leaders

generally emerge, temporarily replacing established opinion

leaders.. In addition, and perhaps of greater,moment,.the



mass communications media may suffer a temporary decline in

influence. Normally, for example, the mass media strive for

balance between political extremes, attempting to deal

fairly with both sides of an issue. During periods of

violent controversy, however, people may find a balanced

treatment of an issue inadequate; instead, they strongly

prefer communications which reflect their particular bias.

The net result, obviously, is the birth of ad hoc communica-

tion devices, and it is possible that these, temporarily,

-have greater influence on public opinion than the more

permanent media.

It is our hope that as the finance issue is disseminated,

we can learn a bit more about the peculiarities of the

communication process during social controversy and political

turmoil.



V. The State of the Art: Human Communication

In our examination of the major communications media

and their use, we thought it wise to structure our efforts

by adopting a five-phase procedure. In this way, we could

guarantee reasonable comprehensiveness and a more efficient

use of our manpower resources. Accordingly, the five steps

were planned sequentially as follows:

Z. Identify the Existing Communication Systems

and'Networks

2. Evaluate !hese With View to Determining the

'Major Weaknesses

3. Identify the IopOrtant Target Audiences

4. Determine .the Significant Weaknesses

5. Identify the Major Communication Gaps

In short, we are trying to approach the problem of

communication lapses from two points of departure: the

demonstrable problems of existing systems and networks;

and the misconceptions miSinformation, and unfulfilled

information .interests of target audience's. As an initial

,stratageMr the following

publics" were isolated:

target audiences or "education

The Professionals:

Superintendents, principals, supervisors,

91c
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2. The Community:

a. Parents who have children in school

b. Taxpayers, who do not

c. Particular social groups with a vested interest:

political conservatives and liberals; neople

interested in the welfare of parochial schools;

blacks, Mexican-Americans and other minority

groups, and so on

3. The Funders:

a. Local legislators

b. State legislators

c. Federal legislators

d. Officials of philanthropic organizations

e. Other agencies capable of influencing, or

controlling, the financial support of schools

4. Opinion and Image Makers:

Education reporters, editorial writers, free-lance

authors, public figures who tend to speak on

educational issues, and others with the power to

influence public attitudes

5. Students

It is important to note, parenthetically, that in

view of the way people interact within their social

organizations, each of these groups is both a target

audience and a vehicle for the dissemination of educa-

tional attitudes and values.
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Eight discrete systems, each of which serves to

communicate information about education, also were

identified:

1. The Press:

a. Local newspapers

b. National circulation magazines

c. Other naticnal printed communications

2. Radio and Television:

a. Locally produced programs

b. Nationally produced programs

c. Commercial television

d. Public television

e. Cable television

f. Locally produced radio programs

g. Nationally produced radio programs

3. Interpersonal Contact Among:

a. Children

b. Neighbors

c. Peers

4. Interpersonal Contact Among School Personnel

and:

a. Other school personnel

b. Students

c. Other members of the community

5. Public School Meetings and Programs



6. Printed Communications and Other Communication

Messages Disseminated by Schools

7. Profess-f,onat Education Journals

8. Professional Interaction at Educational Meetings

and Conferences

There is, of course, a substantial amount of overlap in

the above categorization. However, for the purposes of

analysis, we thought that some overcompartmentalization

would not be undesirable. In order to perform the planned

analysis, we are seeking answers to three crucial questions:

Which communication systems do each of the identifi d

target audiences use?

Where multiple usage exists, which system appears

to be most influential?

What communication inadequacies or dissatisfactions do

members of the target audience perceive?

The Coalition discovered that:

1. Newspapers are the favorite source of school

information for most people.

2. Word-of-mouth, or personal contact among neighbors,

peers and children is the second most popular

avenue of information.

Radio and television fall fourth, depending



4. Another kind of personal contact -- that which

exists between the public and school personnel --

vied with radio and TV for third or fourth place

among the top four favorite sources.

By studying the research data, the Coalition was

able to determine which education audiences used which

information systems. It found that, with some variation

of degree, all audiences use the four methods listed

above. But the larger question was why? Why do people

pick newspapers first? Why is personal con/tact so popular?

Why aren't radio and TV, with their widespread capabilities,

relied on more?

These answers were more difficult to find. They are

complicated by unassessable factors like personal need,

motivation, convenience, prejudice, background, habit, and

many other circumstances What folloWs is an attempt to

study the more formal Systems by coOrdinating available

research with

the answers.

worthwhile

authoritative speciulation. No one

The Coalition hopes it has produced

HNewspaPers

however.

has all'

sOme

The average American has probably twenty-five to ..:hirty

times as much mass media content available as he will use.

How much does that American use the newspaper, his

"favorite source."
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According to Dr. Guido B. Stempel III (Michigan

Education Journal, January, 1966), the most comprehensive

studies of newspaper readership indicate that the average

news article is read by one fifth of the readers. For

articles about education the figure was somewhat below

this -- at seventeen percent. There are some indications

that the figure for small dailies and weeklies may run

higher.

One reason people rely on newspapers is that they

always have.

local paper is familiar, habitual. It was a news

and television came on:the scene:.

still has tbe lOok and "feel" Ofa. news source:,

nO7hontense black and white, Up and down colUmns'blocked offl

-.by bold headlines and tight paragraphs-

and isn'1,t what you di(j into

the other hand TV frOm its ITIPPP:ftion has been

wasn't

0"

The newspaper

for laughs.

considered primarily an entertaiament medium. There are

news programs and documentaries, and they are watched. But

the moon shot is a once-a-year event; the Beverly Hillbillies

Mission Impossible, and Johnny Carson are weekly, daily fare.

So TV comes to mind first as a diversion to the majority

of American people; not as a fund of educational information.

Radio's image is much like its electronic partner.

We !'catch the news on. the ho,,r" or "tune in" music., But the

news is brief; the medium staccato. You get the headlines.



and the first paragraph, and that's it.

"The approach is now-you-hear-it, now-you-don't," says

Mike Lenrow of the Public Opinion Center in Dayton, Ohio.

The message doesn't linger around the house like your

newspaper does. And with the electronic media, you have

to pay attention and wait, not quite knowing when the

story you want to hear will be told. Conversely, you read

what you want, when you want, in your newspaper.

The electronic media's image is not deceptive.

Stempel claims, for example, that "a radio station which

devotes a total of two hours a day to news. . . is giving

tho equivalent of only three newspaper pagel of news."

That brings us to the major differences between the

press and its electronic competitors.

Space -- or news time to the air waves users -- is a

commodity that neuspapers have more of. Often space is tied

to geography, giving papers a double-barreled advantage

over radio and TV in covering educatio,-..

Newspapers proliferate. There are dailies, weeklies,

shoppers; major city papers, suburban papers which even

break down a suburb into neighborhoods.

Papers have the staff, news space and proximity to

cover the local scene -- their "market" area -- and they

use all these tools. In these matters, there are even

varying capabilities among papers. A matropolitan news-

paper serving a large area cannot cover what happens at



-

a PTA meeting at a suburban school, but the local paper can.

It does., and it is read.

Arthur H. Rice, Jr. notes (Michigan Education Journal,

January, 1966) the strong preference of education reporters

for contacting local sources for education information.

Their five favorites, says Rice, are the local superintendent

of schools, the president of the local school board, public

school principals (elementary and secondary) , and the local

administrator in charge of school public relations.

Readers seem to respond favorably to the local

approach. In a Dayton suburb, almost a quarter of the people

were found to rely on their local paper for news about

education. In c -,trast, thirteen percent relied on the

metropolitan prtp,_lrs for the same news.

If metropolitan papers are sometimes one-upped at their

own game, one can easily see the competitive difficulties

for TV, wit' its expensive camera crews and tightly

scheduled programming requirements. Local coverage is not

its forte, nor that of radio.

Public radio and television are working to close that

gap. Cable television has even more potential. But right

now, even though the public uses.all three mass media

concurrently, it relies most on newspapers.

So, taking into con.,ideration their basic news

orientation and the space they have to work with, staff to
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do the work, the medium's relatively low cost (compared

to TV, for example) of producing the work, and their

ubiquity, newspapers are the ones.

Steven H. Chaffee, in the Journalism Quarterly (Winter

1967) asked what that really means:

"On the one hand, it might be concluded that
-- as the public sees it -- the mass media,
especially newspapers, are doing an excellent
job in reporting to the public . . . a second
possible conclusion [is] that the newspaper is
the best of a bad lot of agencies of school-
citizen communication, and that the mass media
as a whole are simply no worse than the others.
The best estimate of the situation probably lies
somewhere between these two interpretations.
Few would claim that the media could not do a better
job of reporting education, and the broadcast
media obviously leave something desired. But
the newspaper is providing the public with more
school information than any other source, and the
mass media seem to be perceived as more neutral
information sources than other agencies."

A brief history of newspaper coverage of education

seems to indicate a spiraling effort to do this job -- to

provide the public with more education information.

In his article, "Newsmen and Schoolmen: the State and

Problems of Education Reporting," (Journalism Quarterly,

Summer, 1967) , George Gerbner gives a capsule history of

education reporting.

According to Gerbner, "specialized coverage of education

news began with the adveAt of Time magazine in 1923.

Newsweek's education department followed 15 years later."

The New York Times hired the first education reporter

In 1937. Then, "through the postwar rise in concern,

4 PP



attention, and controversy, education emerged as more than

only a local service feature," says Gerbner.

The Education Writers Association, a group of working

newsmen, was organized in 1947. The late forties and early

fifties is the time when education reporting is generally

considered to have "professionalized." Sputnik I in

October, 1957, added more impetus.

In 1955, nearly half of fifty-two major metropolitan

dailies across the country reported an education or school

beat assignment. Ten years later, nine out of ten of the

same group of papers reported such an assignment.

Who carries out this assignment? Gerbner describes

the average reporter on the school beat:

"[He] is an earnest and hard-working newsman.
He is impressed with the significance of his
assignment even if still somewhat restive about
his prestige in the newsroom. He receives more
time and support to do a better job than 10 years
ago but is still harassed and short-handed. He
believes that his point of view, which is
generally that of his management, represents
the approach of the majority of lay citizens and
taxpayers -- or at least of those who 'count.'"

Despite its predominance in the field of education

reporting, the newspaper is not without its weaknesses.

Ironically, some of the factors which work in its favor also

work against it.

Time--- and timing -- is one of these. We have seen

that people turn to newspapers when they want more than

headlines. MIL sometiMes a headline -- a.fast, cansuled

46:
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story -- is what is needed. Here the newspaper cannot begin

to,compete with radio and television. Live broadcasts can

put news on the air virtually while it is happening. Video-

tape is also speedier than deadlines and schedules of news-

papers permit them to be.

And the electronic media are not resting on speed. The

growth of cable television with its amazing potential

as a local medium -- will no doubt cut into this "local"

territory currently covered only by newspapers.

Public television, through experimentation with mobile

units and other concepts, is building its coverage of the

education scene in ways unique to its capabilities.

Once again, McLuhan's warning cannot be ignored; in

the electronic age kids watch TV before they read. We

don't know how this may affect the way they gather infor-

mation as they grow older.

The local approach emphasized by newspapers brings

other disadvantages.

"If you depend on your local newspaper for information

on education.," wrote school publicists Gloria Dapper and

Barbara Carter in the March',.17, 1962 Saturday Review; "Chances

are you have virtually no information or perspective on the

major national issues in education and only the most

fragmentary view of even'the local school's picture."

Gerbner follows up with these collected observations on

the dearth of national education news in newspapers:
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I doubt that the name of any educator in
the nation is known to more than 2.or 3 per cent
of all American,' one education writer observed.
'Few people can see beyond their local school
board and the local property tax,' commented
another. 'There is some dim awareness of state
school officials, even less of the U.S. Office
of Education.'"

Indeed, studies have shown that one parent out of four does

not know the name of his child's teacher.

Arthur Rice, noting that most reporters rely primarily

-- if not exclusively -- upon the wire services for the

education stories emanating from state and national levels,

further observes:

"Because of their attempts to cover a multi-
plicity of topics in a multiplicity of political
and/or school districts, newspapers often are
getting fractionalized reporting -- fractionalized
political news, fractionalized education news,
etc. Instead of having a number of different
reporters covering a multiplicity of school dis-
tricts, it is recommended that one reporter --
relieved of all other responsibilities -- be
assigned to cover a given topic (e.g. education)
for a larger geographic and/or political area."

Feedback is another weak area of education coverage in

newspapers -- and the other mass media too -- according to

Steven H. Chaffee. In his study, conducted with Richard

Carter at Stanford, Chaffee asked people how effective they,

thought newspapers have been in giving the local schools an

idea of what the public is thinking about the schools.

Thirty-eight percent of those polled picked newspapers

as most helpful in a feedback function, compared to fifty-nine

percent who said newspapers were most helpful in their function

of informing the public. The other comparative figures were:



TV: 31 percent said it informed the public well;

22 percent said it performed feedback function well.

Radio: 32 percent on informing public; 23 percent

on feedback.

School board: 29 percent informing public; 30 percent

feedback.

Parents' organization: 36 percent informing public;

37 percent feedback.

Chaffee thinks the mass media should improve in this

area:

"If there is one clear deficiency in media
coverage of education, as the public sees it, it
is in the feedback to schools of information about
the public. The mass media in the U.S. have
traditionally ignored this kind of communication
to public policy makers, except on the edjtorial
page. If, as some have suggested, the school
system is the 'last bastion of local democracy,'
however, the press might well consider giving more
attention to this feedback function, perhaps equal
to its present level of coverage of schools."

In his study of the feedback function, Chaffee also

found what he calls "the relative preference of the well

educated for direct contact with schools, and of the less

educated for the mass media."

"To the limited extent that -Elie mass media provide

feedback to the schools, they evidently help to bridge a

social gap between many citizens and school personnel,"

said Chaffee.
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Finally, among the mass media, there is evidence

("How to Communicate with the Poor for Better Education,"

NSPRA) that the poor and other minorities prefer radio and

television over newspapers. This preference seems to rise

as their economic state declines.

A recent Dayton study bears this out. The pollsters

there examincd two areas with populations at low socio-eco-

nomic levels. In one, a "poor, black" area, almost one

third of the population did not get a newspaper. In the

"poor, white" section, more than a quarter did not get a

paper (compared to fifteen percent of the general population

who did not get a paper).

Rice states that "the social groups to which each

person belongs will influence his chances of being exposed

to any message or media campaign, his perception and inter-

pretation of the content, and its impact upon him."

Indications ark3 that the best way to reach the poor is

not through the newspaper, but through the electronic media.

B. Radio and Television

1. Introduction

Today there is a television set in more than nine out

of ten American homes. It is watched four to six hours a

day. In addition, one or two persons in a typical family

listen to the radio about two hours a day. In fact, Gorden

McCloskey notes in his book Education and Public Understandin
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that the radio audience is bigger than ever, and the radio

news audience even exceeds that of televis'.on between the

hours of 6 a.m. and 6 p.m.

Thus, in the average household, more time is spent

watching TV and listening to the radio than in reading the

newspaper.

Why, then, do the electronic media rank below news-

papers as a source of information about education?

Some aspects of the nature of radio and TV already have

been treated under the newspaper section. Below is a more

specific account.

2. Quantity

The average television fare is about seventy-five

percent entertainment, twenty-five percent news. Most

networks rank their programs as does NBC, where Mimi

Hoffmeyer of the Program Analysis Department says that

twenty-five percent includes all educational, cultural, and

informational programs. This means that only a portion of

that twnnty-five percent -- and probably a small portion,

since "news" includes large blocks of time like that given

to the Today Show -- is devoted to education programming --

to things like documentaries about educational issues and

problems.

It would thus appear that one reason people don t watch

TV for information about education is that TV doesn't provide

much.
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This is only partially true, says Bert Briller of the

Television Information Office. Briller says TV "covers"

education in indirect ways which are not counted in the usual

statistics on programming.

"Who can measure thv..- impact of an interview with an

educator or an education author on the "Today Show'?"says

Briller. "How much does a person learn about education by

watching 'Room 222' or the 'Bill Cosby Show'?"

Discussion shows like "Issues and Answers" or :ftMeet the

Press" sometimes cover an education topic; talk shows feature

educators or education issues. The educational potential of

these shows helps to blur the line between "news/entertain-

ment," and makes it hard to say how much and how well tele-

vision does cover education.

Others say television does not do well by education,

either directly or indirectly.

"Television has done very little in a systematic way

on education for the general public," says George Hall,

director of Research and Development for the National Associa-

tion of Educational Broadcasters.

"There used to be once-a-week programs by school systems

on some networks," says Hall, "b t as the mass audience of

television grew and TV programming became more sophisticated

and advertising more predominant, Such programS were abandoned. It



Frank Norwood of the Joint Council on Educational

Telecommunications has his own theory about the low number of

education broadcasts. "A study of the open school makes a

fine story for the Sunday magazine section," he said, "but

it's not so easy to broadcast. Education is cognitive; it

isn't the kind of thing a broadcaster thinks about covering

on the evening news."

3. Quality

How education issues are presented on television -- and

radio -- is just as important as the fact that they re being

presented, says George Hall of the NAEB.

Hall says TV originally failed in its attempt to cover

education because "the programs were poorly managed, pompous

in approach and generally uninspired."

Hall recalled a typical show was a PTA president or

school board chairman lecturing panels for fifteen to thirty

minutes.

There have been spotty "successes" in television and

radio coverage of education; shows that were well received

and thought to be good. Hall recounted some:

* The Monitor approach has worked on radio: a school

board member or educator talking for three or four

minutes about a specific educational issue.

A Washington, D.C. radio station did a tel'ePhone,

call-in Show, on the Hansen,traCk systm which



generated a lot of give and take.

A Washington, D.C., television station did a variation

of a community meeting on the Passow Report; the

station invited teachers, parents, students and

school hoard members to the studio to talk about the

report. They also took phone calls.

An Erie, Pa. television station regular y broadcast

schObl board meetings, emphasizing feedback to the

board members before the next meeting. The program

changed the whole nature of the meetings.

Hall thinks format is thus responsible for the success

or failure of education programs on radio and television.

He points out, "In every case of success, the material

involved has served as a stimulus which initiates response

from the viewers or participants. If the receiver is left

passive, it fails."

The difference says Hall, is between a lively dis-

cussion on busing or an

subject of "Citizenship

C6mmuniCatiOns

address from a PTA president on the

and the Importance of Integration."

theorist JoSeph Klapper wOuld agtee with

Hall's analysis of the

"Rodio and television,

to provide their

air waves' potential. Klapper says:

and particularly television, are able

audiences with a sense of participation,

personal access and

contact"

'reality' which approximate face-to-face
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It appears that when TV and radio use this innate

potential to its best advantaye, their successes can be

great. When they ignore it, the resulting dullness becomes

even more exaggerated than it would in print.

Dr. Gordon McCloskey points out another area of impor-

tance in the electronic media's coverage of education":

"Aost people depend heavily on television
and radio for entertainment. While viewing and
1ir4-ning are largely passive, to a large degree
what is seen and heard quickly become subjects of
conversation in family circles, on the job, and
in social groups."

So radio and TV, with their "up front," headline approach,

often serve as a first step in ocrson-to-ocrson contact -- the

kind of contact communications theorists say is most likely

to evoke opinion and attitude change.

4. Limitations

It has been pointed out that radio and TV at their best

can be encellent. But given the twenty-five percent allot-

ment of time to news in general, and the even smaller

fallout to education programs in particular, it seems apparent

that radio and television are not ready to produce the daily

fare on education that the public requires.

Bert Driller of the Television Information Office admits

this. "TV is not the best routine information," says Driller,

"and there is a haphazard quality to television coverage of

education. I like to think of it as a diffusion rather
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than a concentration approach."

But when John Doe wants to know what heppened at the

school board meeting last night, he needs the concentration

of hard, daily coverage.

TV may also be endangering its potential clout as an

opinion-maker by staying out of the daily coverage game.

Communications expert Klepper points ou- taat "mass

communication is most efficient at creating opinions among

people who were not previously inclined one way or another

on the issue in question."

It is possible that by the time the networks get around

to doing a documentary on a controversial education issue,

people have already talked about it and formed opinions

locally. The documentary may do little mcre than reinforce

the opinions people already have.

Since more than eighty percent of American households

receive newspapers, we can assume that there is no information

gap created by TV's failure in this daily approach. But the

people who watch television most are black, poor, or female,

said a recent Louis Harris poll. And the pecplz. iho most;

often do not receive newspaperl, accortVng to a Dayton study,

are poor and black. So leaving it to ihe newspapers means

ignoring certain segments of the population.

As with newspapers, the local angle figures largely here.

A recent Roper Poll conducted for the Television Inf6rmation

Office reveals that as the focus of an issue becomes more .

local, newspapers are relied on more by the general public.



On state-level issues, the public tends to balance their

ratings of TV anC newspapers, and on national issues tele-

vision rates al7ad of newspapers on coverage.

It is impossible for national TV and radio networks

to do any coverage of local events. But local

stations aie experimenting with education programs already.

Public television -- which shoul_d feel free of the ratings

game -- is doing programs, and cable television is on the

way.

Theodora Sklover, a communicat nns consultant with Open

Channel in New York City, says: "The constructive use of

television as an information system rather than exclusively

as an entertainment medium becomes more and more possible

as the miles of cable are laid throughout this country. .

We can now address a small geographic area with television

in a manner to the way that a local newspaper speaks

to a small community. This will open the doors for local

communities to look to their %:elevision sets for the type of

local information they could previously receive only in print

form, or occasionally on the radio."

C. Personal Contact Between Sclhool and Home

1. Introduction

Although personal contact with neighbors, children,

and peers is considered to be a better source of information
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about schools than personal contact with school personnel

themselves, the latter still ranks high on the public's list

of sources.

The most common communications in this area are parent-

teacher conferences, usually at school, sometimes at home;

and the interaction between school people and parents at

school functions, such as an informal Science Day or a

formal PTA meeting.

There are many other ways that school officials attempt

to communicate with parents: school newsletters that go

home, specific information campaigns waged through the mass

media, specially called meetings or specially formed

councils.

More and more, schools have been recognizing the need to

inform and persuade the public; they have hired more communi-

cations specialists and public relations persons as school

staff members.

More facilities are available; administrators and teachers

interested in communications can utilize the public communi-

cation services of the National Education Association, for

example. Also affiliated with the NEA is the National School

Public Relations Association, which sponsors local, state,

and regional workshops for would-be communicators and pub-

lishes a raft of how-to-do-it materials.

But parent-teacher conferences and PTA.meetings, or

their equivalent, are still the old.reliable methods for
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reaching most parents, anc: the'fact that the NEA and NSPRA

publish booklets devoted to understanding those techniques

alone ("Working with Parents: A Guide for Classroom Teachers

and Other Educators," and "Conference Time for Parents and

Teachers") attest to their importance.

2. Parent-teacher conferences

Talking about the teacher's public communication role,

author Gordon McCloskey says:

"Nothing a superintendent, principal, reporter
or commentator says can create so much public
undersanding and support as good teaching and
teachers' efforts to maintain cooperative working
relationships with parents and community groups.
And, if teaching is inadequate or if teachers'
work is misunderstood by pupils, parents, or
communities, no explanations by administrators
or mass media can maintain public confidence in
schooling."

Teachers as communicators'have two major factors working

in their favor. Because of their number, they comprise the

largest part of a school system's public communication re-

sources. And parents are especially interested in talking

with them because teachers work directly with their children.

In fact, Gallup polls have recorded that teachers are

held in high esteem by the public. And, according to com-

munications expert Joseph T. Klapper, "Sources which the

audience holds in high esteem appear to facilitate persua-

sion . . . audiences have been shown, for example, to respond

particularly well to specific sources because they considered
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them of prestige, highly credible, expert, trustworthy,

close -.to themselves, or just plain likeable."

Handbooks advise teachers to capitalize on their strong

points in conferemce with parents, but not to overplay them:

"Don't rush the interview . . Be willing to agree with

parents whenever possible. Don't take notes while

talking with parents."

On the other hand, author-parent Ellen Lurie gives

conference advice to parents in her recent book, How to

Change the SchooZs: "More time . . . more privacy . .

decide what things the school will do and what things the

parents will do."

It is difficult to find any fault with the potential

of the parent-teacher conference, supported as it is by

sound communication theory.

Such a meeting is two-way communication, which all

theorists agree is more accurate and effective than one-way

communication; and it is person-to-person contact, a pre-

requisite to most changes of opinion. In addition, the

largest number of parents can be included in this way;

parents who would come to school when invited individually,

but would be less likely to attend a PTA meeting.

Here is Gordon McCloskey on the subject:

"A growing number of teachers are supple-
menting, or supplanting, written reports with
parent-teacher conferences, which when well
planned and conducted, are more effective than
any form of written evaluation. The word
'conference connotes a situation and rela-
tionship which is warmer and more cooperative than



'report.' A conference invitation, if considerately
worded, indicates an interest in a.child, recog-
nition of his parents' role in his education, and
respect for the parents' right to be consulted
about his schooling."

In fact, the main difficulty with the parent-teacher

conference may be the teacher himself. Some are reluctant

to use parent-teacher conferences because they think too much

time and effort are required. Some object, saying they are

teachers, not publicity agents; that education is too com-

plicated for the untrained to understand and too time-

consuming to explain.

In rezponse, proponents of the conference approach

emphasize that adequate support of schools and the effective-

ness of education depends on public understanding; that there

are things parents want to know that only teachers can tell

them.

Some reluctance about the conference is demonstrated by

parents who look upon a visit to school as an answer to a

summons - it has to be bad. Some are uneasy and uncom-

fortable with their children's teachers. Here again,

conference supporters point out the heavy advantages of

parent-teacher meetings.

Gordon McCloskey, for example: ". . . present evi-

dence . . . indicates that people best understand matters

with which they have frequent firsthand experience. Direct

experience has a stronger impact on the senses and conveys

more meaning than spoken or written words, which are at
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best only symbols of experience. One visit to a classroom

makes a stronger impression, creates more understanding,

and develops stronger personal relationships than many

letters or news reports.'!

Finally, home visits are encouraged as an alternative.

Some teachers indicate'that by visiting a home they can

learn a lot about a child's background which can be helpful

in the classroom and which parents would not necessarily

mention in a visit to school.

The booklet "Working with Parents" cautions that "a

home visit is not as simple as it sounds in many situations."

A teacher must step delicately into the personal lives of

his students and their parents.

Today, with the changes wrought by urbanization in

general, the home visit, when it occurs, probably is con-

sidered more a first step toward involving parents in their

children's school activities -- a step to be followed up

by parents visiting the school.

3. School Meetin s: An Example

The PTA is the traditional forum through which parents

as a group have voiced their feelings about schools and, in

turn, learned what is happening in schools. The latter

flit-lotion is the one that concerns us here.

There are numerous ways in which parent groups can

meet with teacher groups. Among them, McCloskey says,



"The PTA has demonstrated viability. Other lay school

organizations come and go; the PTA remains.1!

The PTA's total membership is about eight million,

one third of the parents who have children in school. Not

all its members are active; studies show that mothers of

children in grades 1-6 are most active. McCloskey points

.
out that membership seldom includes a sizable portion of

the middle-aged and elderly men who hold first and second-

level positions in the community power structure.

The PTA's inherent strength grows out of the parent-

teacher relationship, multiplied. It has a history of

dependability.

Critics point out, however, that educators can depend

on it too much; they emphasize its limitations and warn that

overdependence on the PTA could result in inadequate contact

with many citizens not represented by the body. The same

could apply to any other citizen group.

Communications research tells us that people tend to

adopt opinions which correspond with those of their associa-

tes. They tend to join groups which espouse goals and

methods with which they agree.

Berelson and Steiner go on to indicate: "On matters

involving group norms, the more attached people are to the

group, or the more active they are within it, the more their

membership determines their response to communications."



So it becomes important to know the make-up of various

groups, in order to understand how certain information being

conveyed is being presented and accepted. For example, as

indicated earlier, middle-aged and older men who are

community leaders do not get information about education from

PTA meetings. They don't attend. Further, they are probably

not influenced much by those who do attend -- mostly mothers

of elementary school children'. These women are not likely

to be their associates, members of their "opinion community,"

peers who influence them.

Beyond the straight communication of information, groups

are important as opinion-making and opinion-changing forums.

In the area of persuasion, it is important to stimulate

discussion which might create more rational opinion, and to

crystallize group opinion.

Here we enter another area: How and when do people use

the information they receive? Communications theory holds

that people usually act on the opinions they have formed or

reinforced through person-to-person contact. When do they

act on those opinions? And how, then, can this knowledge

be useful to a Coalition which seel,s to effect educational

change? These issues and others are examined in the

following sections.
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As evidence from the exploratory developmental activi-

ties in Jackzonville, Baltimere, Chicago, Dayton, and

elsewhere began to build, and as the insights obtained from

our examination of the major communication media began to

take form, we were in a posiL.on to analyze existin3

communication failures as a prelude to the formulation of

a plan for the Coalition. We reasoned that if the purpose

of the Coalition was to improve educational communication,

with a view toward facilitating desirable change, it was

necessary to first distinguish between "what was" and "what

could be." This analysis was begun during the third month

of the planning period and is stillein progress. Preliminary

findings were reported in the Interim Report; some of these

are repeated here, in the interest of a lucid explanation.

We intend to continue our analysis of communication failures

during the foreseeable future. However, we believe that

our present understanding of the problems is sufficient to

warrant the preliminary design of the Coalition's operation.

The nature of human progress is such that the solution of

one problem very F.ften, in time, generates new problems.

As a result, it is probable that the Coalition will need to

maintain a continuous Analysis of communication failures,

even after some of the corrective aCtivities have been

launched. Only in this way, seemingly, can imprvOements
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ytct.cl1y take place.

The Commlnity.

For the largest of the target audiences -- the citizenry

at large -- there are at least partial answers to the

questions of which media they use and which they find

most influential and satisfactory. Of the various media

available for informing people about what is happening in

schools, newspapers clearly are both most influential and

most widely used. The poverty-strickn are the single major

exception. Perhaps because of the correlation between

poverty and literacy, the very poor tend to rely upon radio

and television for their educational news.

Beyond these generalizations, however, there are a

number of secondary implications ,f greater significance

to the Coalition's purpose. For one thing, parents of

post-school age children generally are disinterested in

the schools. Apart from the political elements, involving

dollar support and other election issues, information about

the educational system tends to be ignored. Despite this

lack of interest, nonetheless, taxpayers who do not have

children in the schools are not without their opinions. The

dwindling confidence in schooling serves as an illustration.

A poll conducted by the National Association of Broadcasters

revealed that 'fthe pattern of public disenchantment with

school performance over a twelve-year span shows that the .
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greatest drop r confidence has come during the past two

years." It seem. reasonable for the Cothtion to assume,

consequently, that while the attitudes of the general

public are not insignificant, it is the parents of children

in school 'oho constitute the most interested, and perhaps

most important, audience.

The potential of radio and television for invoking

a sense of audience participation is significant in this

connection. If one of the chief obstacles to effective

educational communication is the audience's lack of interest,

communications programs which help to create greater involve-

ment are obviously desirable. In short, making useful

information available is necessary but insufficient;

because audience attention is voluntary, the more important

obligation would seem to be that of baiting -- in whatever

way .usible -- greater public interest in educational

issues. Our Chicago project on environmental education,

as a case in point, makes use of simultaneous programming

for children and their parents. Maneuvers of this sort

reflecting a calculated effort to lure public attention,

appear to offer considerable advantage.

It is important to note, in this same regard, that

there does not seem to be any adequate definition of what

"public understanding of education" means. The Coalition's

staff, for instance, is still seeking to determine what

knowledge about the schools is of most worth to the public.
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What the public is interested in, unhappily, is not the

only criterion which should be considered. The public's

information is highly uneven; parents, for instance, are

likely to know far more about fire drills than about the

mathematics curricula. Moreover, the opportunity to learn

about education is variable: people in large cities and

in rural areas, for example, know far less about their

schools than those in large towns and small cities. And,

as one might expect, the parents of children in school have

a somewhat better opportunity -- and somewhat greater

incentive -- to become knowledgeable.

The perceived communication dissatisfactions of this

more concerned segment of the citizenry suggest other infer-

ences. Although parents are reasonably well informed about

school activities, they are ill-informed about the education

process itself. People want more information about what

they think of as "modern education" -- teaching methods and

materials which differ from those they experienced themselves

as children. They are unaware of many innovations which

have been adopted during the past decade, and in the cases

of those of which they are aware, they neither understand

the method nor the purpose. The concept of individualized

instruction, discussed at considerable length in the

professional literature for the past fifteen years, is still

an enigma to the general public. The more esoteric changes

in curriculum, grading, and school organization are even



more incomprehensible. The 1970 Gallup study on public

attitudes toward schools reads as follows:

The public has an appetite for more
information about the schools and what they
are aoins or trying to do. If the schools
hope to avoid financial difficulties in the
years ahead, they need to give far greater
attention to this task of informing the
public. It isn't simply a matter of selling
present policies. Public relations is a two-way
street. It is important to tell the public
about the schools, but it is also incumbent
upon the schools to listen to the public's
views and, after serious examination, to take
steps to meet just criticisms.

Two points are thus abundantly clear: First, the

interested public wants and needs a variety of information

that presently is not provided by the various communication

media. Second, for both pragmatic and psychological reasons,

people resent communication that is one-sided. This point,

reinforced throughout the report, has assumed particular

impOrtance in the reasoning of the Coalition staff. True

communication requires that there be an authentic dialogue

that permits people to both give and receive the viewpoints

of others. Not only does such an exchange clarify mis-

understanding and fill informational gaps, it also breeds

involvement and ultimately commitment. It is therefore as

important for the Coalition to ascertain what people think,

believe, and feel as to inform them about the convictions

of the profession itself.

It is worthy of mention that we have thus far been

unable to resolve an important matter: on the one hand,
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people seemingly are antagonistic to communications which

are deliberately biased, and on the other, they express

a preference for "editorialized" messages; it may be that

the public merely wants propaganda labeled for what it is,

or it may be that the Coalition's present evidence is

inaccurate.

It is also clear, from the research reported in the

previous section, that format is crucial. If indeed it

is true that communication is a failure when the receiver

is left passive, it behooves us to either restri'7.% our

communications to ideas which are inherently provocative,

and -- in the cases of those which do not have this

inherent characteristic -- to make them so. In our

Jacksonville project, illustratively, we plan to provoke

public interest through out-and-out controversy. Where

the educational ideas to be communicated are not debatable

in themselves, we plan to play up the contradictory ways

in which the public perceives their meaning.

Questions regarding the education of the young lend

themselves easily to prejudice; there is, consequently, a

compelling urge on the part of those who produce and dis-

tribute communications to "act out" personal convictions.

But if care is taken to guarantee a balanced presentation

so that opposing notions are fairly represented, "editoria-

lized" messages might convey varied points of view more



effectively than "objective" ones. Objectivity, thus,

becomes a function of balance rather than of neutrality.

The Coalition might, then, achieve neutrality in the

treatment of issues not by avoiding biased points of view

but, instead, by communicating a variety of biases and

insuring that all points of view on an issue were fairly

represented.

As communication vehicles, it would appear that public

radio and TV are ripe areas for the Coalition's work.

Their willingness to cater to the public's interests and

needs, coupled with their dedication to advancing the social

good, are strr,ng assets. Whereas commercial TV must be

approached indirectly, through attempts to incorporate

reliable facts about education in the existing format and

program interests, public TV and radio can be approached

directly and helped to fill their "public interest" time

with more lively, provocative, and informative programs.

There also is reason to be sanguine about the Coali-

tion's capacity to work with the local and national press.

Both education reporters and editorial writers are interested

in educational issues. Understandably, they are inclined

to restrict,themselves to stories which have high reader

interest. Even so, they display a commendable willingness

to aid the cause, helping to inform the public about more

prosaic and mundane matters.



The Professionals

Apart from the mechanisms designed to get at target

audiences within the general public, other strategies must

be created with which to cope with the communication needs

of audiences within the organized profession itself. In

the case of school board members, superintendents, teachers,

and others within the fraternity, the crucial objective is

the dissemination of information which will spur significant

change. However, this objective generates an even more

fundamental question: What is the relationship of communi-

cation to change?

Clearly, practitioners cannot introduce innovat!ons

about which they are unaware. Yet knowledge itself is not

enough. School officials know of the existence of many

successful innovations which they are unwilling to intro-

duce. In fact it probably is safe to generalize that no

school superintendent -- because of political and economic

realities -- will introduce an improvement on the basis of

its virtue alone. The .cost may be prohibitive, the change

may set in motion other undesirable consequences, lack of

public sophistication may create insurmountable opposition,

and so on. As an operating principle, then, it may b

stated that communication is an important but partial

requirement.for change.

It is

recognize what it can, and cannot, hope to accomplish.



The purposes of education will never become a matter of

common agreement. Communication alone will never convince

all people to accept similar convictions about education;

a plurality of viewpoints -- both as to the goals of

education and the methods by which they are best accomplished

-- is inevitable. Similarly, to aspire toward a communica-

tions program that would influence all citizens is optimism

beyond reason. It has already become apparent in our Dayton

venture, for example, that a vast number of citizens simply

have no interest in the schools. The parent-teacher con-

ferences and PTA meetings, referred to in Section V,

maintain their potency precisely because they are directed

toward those citizens who do have a strong vested interest

in schooling. As a working principle, therefore, it clearly

would be the better part of valor to concentrate the major

communications efforts at the concerned sector of the society,

and, of even greater importance, to make abundant use of

the opinion leaders' influence within these sectors. For

the society at large, our best hope is to perpetuate a

greater tolerance for diversity in educational philosophy.

School leaders are rarely insensitive to the expecta-

tions and desires of the dominant political groups in their

communities. It is only the demands of the politically

unpowerful segments of the population that may be unheeded.

Because of this tendency on the:part of school itien to

respond sensitiVely to pressure's from theinfluential public,



the Coalition may be in a position to perform a useful

service by encouraging the mass media systems to sharpen

the general public's understanding of, and appetite for,

useful education changes. The potency of informed public

opinion exerting innovating demands upon its school admin-

istrators could conceivably create a greater springboard

to change than any communication efforts channeled through

the internal professional networks.

And, to touch upon a related point, there is some reason

to believe that the public has become weary of false promises

regarding the miracles to be derived from change. The

movement for rapid innovation in the schools in now a decade

old. While, in instances, these changes have represented

brilliant departures from tradition, many other innovations

have been.relatively prosaic. Often, school administrators

have perpetuated changes which give the impression of

progressiveness although, in reality, they are little more

than a new arrangement of the same old and tired shibboleths.

The public's faith in the new has thus been somewhat

dimished.

Much of the trouble seems to stem from the profession's

failure to distinguish between public relations and

communications designed to genuinely inform people about

significant educational issues. As was suggested earlier

in the report, schools tend to rely predominantly-upon
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parent-teacher conferences. Additionally, some use is

made of school newsletters and citizens councils. Unfor-

tunately, however, these procedures do not solicit the

interest of a wider spectrum of the public, and they

normally deal with school activities rather than with

major educational problems. Indeed, most school public

relations campaigns work to obscure problems and issues

rather than to illuminate them.

Our Dayton investigations show that the critical

elements of the community are inclined to regard school-

sponsored communication messages with considerable skepticism.

Generally speaking, the public regards the mass media as

a more reliable source of information. Although most of the

mass media are supportive of schools and education, they

are prone to emphasize and, upon occasion, invent contro-

versies. Roughly two percent of newspaper space, for

example, is devoted to the schools. Half of this space,

moreover, is devoted to athletics. Newspapers, and to an

extent the media in general, are aimed at gene._1.al public

interests. They do not, therefore, give particular atten-

tion to the information interests of parents ayld other

concerned citizens. As a result, there seems to be little

congruence between what interested citizens want to know

(information about curriculum, schoOl management, finances,

and pupil achievement) and what the media wish to Communicate .

Significant research findings go unreported, except for



,

extraordinary and dramatic departures from convention;

innovations and experimental developments are unpublicized;

and educational issues -- of far greater importance to the

welfare of the society than most of the public realizes --

are touched upon only circumspectly. As a consequence,

informal citizen communication in the form of person-to-

person interaction is a melange of conjecture, opinion,

and misinformation. Our early results in Dayton confirm

Coleman's well-known finding that informal communication

serves, mostly, to direct public attention on the trivial,

and to confuse the public.

Of all the target audiences examined by the Coalition

staff, the answers to the analytical questions regarding

the effectiveness of the preferred communications _system

are Most clearly apparent in the case of professional groups.

There have been a vast number of studies on the dissemination

process, including several excellent studies sponsored by

the National Center-for-Educational Communication. An

extended discussion of the substance here would amount

to little more than a-rettatement of what is Already

well known. it sufficies to say that the existing communi-

cations systams seem to do a reasonably effective job

familiarizing

Although the

of

school personnel with available new programs.

dissemination of conclusions emanating

lrom- research studies Is.tbmewhat, more, problematic,,.Ais.r.__

..-xnterest as'a greater'impediMent,to the_utilization o
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scientific knowledge than ignorance. And, when all is said

and done, schools tend to emulate one another in the adoption

of innovations. A superintendent is most likely to learn

about a new practice through personal communication with

another superintendent, and of even greater importance, to

base his rejection or acceptance of the prospective change

on the experiences of others. It suffices to say, therefore,

that there is little reason to support the Coalition's parti-

cipation in the dissemination about educational research and

development. Exceptions may occur from time to time,..but in

general it would seem more Eppropriate for the Coalition to

assist the existing systems to operate more effectively rather

than to duplicate their efforts.

In view of these circumstances, and in view of the

scant attention which seemingly has been paid to informing the

general public about desirable educational change, it would

appear that the Coalition might profitably give strong

consideration to the possibility of mounting (arrichronized

communication projects involving the simultaneous dissemina-

tion of information to the professionals and various sectors

of the lay public.

Finally, we indicated,

that informal communication

in our earlier _In.Eerim

increasing the public 's understanding of education .

communication



as a matter of course. The Dayton and Jacksonville projects,

for example, already suggest that the unplanned flow of

information from person to person is not systematic, pre-

dictable, or orderly. The flow seems to occur through

random and haphazard contac , depending upon who talks to whom,

and it is heavily subservient, also, to the interest factorv

that is, people seem only to talk about the educational

problems that concern them-most, concerns which may range

from the color of the senior class ring to the desirability

of instruction on Communism. When interpersonal communica-

tion does take place, the benefits are extremely impresSive;

it now seems extremely important, however', to provide 4

planned structure so that public interaction is.not left to

chance, and so that impottant.issues, rather than trivial

ones, command people's attention.

Furthermore', as Katz's psychological studies on communi-

cation have demonstrated-, the way in which a petSon interprets

a message is affected by two :Sets of factors .(1) their

cognitive set, and (2) motivational need . anj.noSt circum7

Stances a message-, we interpret largelyOn the basis: of what

know. Thus 'prejudice, misinformation, and

all- serve as tilters for new information,:

permitting us to retain the comfort.of our existing biases.

We already

misconception

And, we tend to see in information what we are looking for;

if Our psychological bent demands an optimistic outlook, we

7 8



interpret the message as favorable; if, on the other hand,

we need to confirm our sense of depression, we interpret the

same message as a foreboding of bad things to come. People

seek and accept information that is congenial with their

existing attitudes. The familiar bit of whimsy to the

effect that "don't burden me with the facts, I've already

made up my mind," seems, in short, to be more true than

funny.

(312'
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VII. Theoretical Constructs: The Way to Go

The three preceding sections have described a series

of developmental activities, an appraisal of the strength-

and weakness of present communication media, and an analysis

of the more pervasive communication failures. Out of these

three pursuits, we have distilled a number of theoretical

notions. We believe these are essential t the Coalition's

ultimate life style. The list is both incomplete and

temporary. As our work goes on, we anticipate that new

notions will'be added and sothe ol ones modilied-

are set forth' here, not as any sort :of gospel, but as a

summary Of our present widerstanding of the

Seem:to uS t&ihavereasOnable validity,

They

but

problems.

we would be

reluctantHto defend them in debate.; as:we:learn moreWe

anticipate

If, in the

that they will be restructured

meantime, they constitute

They

again and again.

a model on which we

can solicit criticism and improvement, they will have

served us well. The theoretical notions are listed

numerically, mlthout any particular categorization, and

without being orddred according to. iMportance. Nonetheless,

taken colledtiVely,.they, .provide-the superstructure for

the organizing activities and the plan described later

in the report .

. .SucceSsful 'coMmuniCation, :leaSt foi,,theipurpos,es.

the Coalition, is communication that evokes suffiCiently



sustained action to implement beneficiaZ change.

2. One-way and two-way communication are both usefuZ,

but they serve different functions. One-way communication

serves to inform; two-way communication serves to cZarify

and to enhance understanding.

3. In view of the Coalition's aims, chiefZy that of

perpetuating desirable educationaZ change through better

communications, two-way communication activities offer a

considerable advantage.

4. Information in and of itseZf may not encourage

people to make enlightened decisions

which they will and wiZZ not act.

about the ways in

5. The .way in which people percVe :and interpret .

and respond tor:.a communiCated-message iS infZUenced by

their motives, experiences,

:est in the,subjeet. AecO'rding.4, theH4 esign- and transmittal

messages (encoding)

The

its quantity

roject,

take these factors into account.

of a message is partiaZZy determined by

and .intenSity, but people also avoid, question,

or accept a message for :.easons that are not yet

fully understood.

7. Most people seek information which confirms their

existing state of mind, rather than information which

creates the need to change.

8. The overall communication process (encoding-trans-

mitting-interpreting formation) has both quantitative

81
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and quaZitative dimensions. Access to new facts and

concepts does encourage people to acquire further insights.

And weZZ-informed people generally have more insight,

capability, and opportunity than people who are poorZy

informed. However, the quaZitative emotionaZ processes

by which people avoid, seek, and utilize information to

justify their behavior are integral eZements of a well--

planned communications campaign.

9. All of education's plifferent publics are regularly

exposed to thousands of messages which frequentZy conflict

with one another. The human need to cope with and process

this overabundance of information causes people to

As they make the information out-

these interference devices cause

:"interference

put Manageable,

us to overZook,

Itis therefore

ignore, and distort useful

imperative for the CoaZition

about the function of

take them into account

activ ities.

10. The probability that a communication message,

whether transmitted through print, radio, teZevision, or

fiZm, wiZZ be misinterpreted, or that the purposes of the

sender wiZZ be viewed with suspicion, are aZways good

Moreover, it seems:ZikeZy that the same message must, for

maximum communication effect, be .ricdedin different ways

for different audiences. Consequently, a coninuing anaZysis

SUCh interference mechaniSms

in the planni.ng of :comMunications



of the effectiveness of its communications activities is

essentiaZ to the Coalition's uZtimate accompZishment.

II. Most people do not respond to the information

conveyed through the mass media in isolation from other

people. Media messages which seem to be important or

consequentiaZ are discussed in informaZ conversation with

friends, famiZy, and professionaZ assiciates. This "checking

out" process usuaZZy occurs over a considerable time span,

invoZving days, weeks, and even years. In this way,

initiaZ interests are either reinforced,

irradicated. Many initiaZ responses, for example, are

forgotten within minutes.

12. comMunicatiOn messages aCtiVate-Cur.i0Sity.

Others fOcuS attention On a perceived needor a poseible

'benefit. .The former evokes Slight, ;if

action, The latter, n cOntra, gan generate

sustained behavioraZ change.

13. Of the many forms of communication, conversation,

discussion, and participatIon in group enterprise are the

communication activities which are most ZikeZy to produce

oninion change and impeZ a desire to act.

14. Communication which generates participation is

particularZy effective. TnvoZvement not onZy gives the

individuaZ a sense of identification with a mutuaZ effort,

but it nurtz.ires the feeling that change is possible. This

sense of potentiaZ tends to motivate unified cction. In

turn,- unified action perpetuates the desire to"act:
-



Participation in a group enterprise, geared toward construc-

tive change, is most productive when it is based on relevant

information and directed toward a specific purpose. Aimless,

ill-informed participation may confuse the issues and destroy

the participants' sense of motz'vation. It follows, therefore,

that effective communication must be directed toward a

specified intent, and, whenever possible, be linked to some

form of user participation.

15. Discontent and controversy are useful points o

departure in planning communication activities. A diseon-

tented aUdienee is more p270i2-6 action than a cOmplacent

comMunieationS- spOnsor inforMed controversy

allowing people to express their dissatisfactions,

consideration

However, when

of the underlying

construe-

issues is promoted.

eontrover.sy,and discontent are Played ,Upen

needlessly, without soliciting group participation

focusing upon desirable change, they create a negative

divisive force.

16. In communications campaigns aimed at constructive

educational change, it is helpful to organize follow-up

activities, within the target audience, which necessitate

group discussion of message content. These follow-up
:

activities help the communicator.to become, more sensitive'

to people's reactionS, to become athare of miscOneptions

and misinterpretations, and te, sense inherent

with the message.

dissatisfactions

_These insights 'arei helpful in improVing.

subsequent.communications,activities.

t?
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VIII: Organizing Activities: Seeds for a Plan

All that has been described thus far is in the way of

predicting the Coalition's probable life success. We have

endeavored, through these various procedures, to estimate

whether or not the environment was conducive to the Coali-

tion's survival. The prospects, we are pleased to note, are

optimistic; the environment seems hospitable. The existing

media networks have indicated a strong desire to cooperate

in the Coalition's aims; the manufacturers of educational

knowledge, workers in research and development, have pledged

their support; and, of greatest importance, we have localized

significant communication needs among education's diverse

target -audiences.

Accordingly, we-have, in the laSt feta weeks, begun to

examine a nuMber of waYS to shape: the Coal.ition.. We have

beenseeking seedS for :a Coalition plan The critical

question, connection,

personality and work style. we

outlined these as follows:

More than anything else, this work style
is based upon the conviction that it is the
net rather than the gross product of communi-
cations that is crucial. Put another way, while
a considerable amount of communications activity
is currently taking Place, it is not the acti-
vities themselves hut the consequences that are
important. In short, communications which do
not aid the cause are better left undone. It
is for this reason that the Coalition will seek
to facilitate, the accomplishments of other
agencies rather than to replicate their 'efforts.

in this has to do with the Coalition's

n our Interim Report,

5



Reduced to its essence, the Coalition's
functions will be threefold:

First, the Coalition will operate as a
catalyst, exploiting the resources of existing
communications systems to better advantage,
creating new vehicles for cooperative endeavor,
overcoming the perceptible fragmentation which
now exists, and striving for a better yield from
the investment of communications energy.

Second, the Coalition will -- through colla-
boration with existing communications systems --
engineer a greater public awareness of the pros
and cons of significant educational issues.
Restricting itself to those kinds of issues
which arf central to the nation's education of
its citizens, the Coalition will attempt to
familiarize the various segments of the popula-
tion with the consequences of alternative
educational policies -- maintaining to the largest
possible degree a position of complete objectivity,
and attempting through diverse, flexible, and
imaginative tactics to make use of the communi-
cations media which the particular audience finds
most convenient and effective.

Third, the Coalition will communicate valid
and essential information about education to
target audiences with special knowledge needs
that now go unmet. Again using the resources
of existing communications agencies, and again
working strenuously to avoid replication and
redundancy, it will organize and disseminate
honest information in the most easily compre-
hended form. Beginning with local, state, and
federal legislators, and then moving on to other
consumers, it will try to overcome through
the development of new and different processes
and products -- egregious gaps in the present
communications programs.

Our schools badly need some demonstrable
successes. As the Coalition pursues the three
above goals, it must endeavor to do whatever is
possible that will restore the public's confidence
in its school system. The old proverb which notes
that the bad is more newsworthy than the gooc .
undoubtedly is operative. Yet, it should be
possible to bring some of education's undeniable
and impressive accomplishments,to,the attention
of a public which is now preoccupied-with failure



and with a scapegoat for momentous failures
elsewhere in the society. A statement by Sidney
Marland, Jr., United States Commissioner of
Education, sets the tone for this aspect of the
Coalition's work:_ 'Ours is the greatest educa-
tional system ever devised. But it falls short
of our aspirations. We must improve it.'

It seems reasonable to assume that the Ameri-
can people will make an intelligent response to
an honest presentation of education's Strengths
and weaknesses. Because there is much that is good
as well as some that is bad, we need not fear an
honest recital of the facts and_ a straightforward
exposure of the issues. To do otherwise would be
to destroy the Coalition's integrity and te iMPede
useful educational change, since institutions do
not become strOng and healthy by ignoringtheir
shortcomings Thus, the Coalition's integrity
will of necessity be its greatest virtue.

Given this life philosophy, we have launched a search,

still in process, for -theessential seeds. In addition to

liaison with media networks and educational research a.gencies,

we have continued investigations, detailed in our earlier

Interim Report, with particular target audiences. Various

segments of the general public; local, state, and federal

legislators; and ethnic minority groups, vitally interested

in education as a vehicle for obtaining first-class citizen-

ship, remain as our most viable target consumers. The

Coalition's capability Eor

encourages and facilitatos

serving as broker which

cooperative interaction among

these groups-would appear to be outstanding. ConSequentlY,

we presently are engaged in the organization of a series of
-

cooperative activities which will bring the producers the

disseminators,

effective partnership .

and the consumers of information into an
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A search for other, more elusive, seeds is also under

way. These have to do, chiefly, with the Coalition's need

to make a useful contribution to the overcoming of communi-

cation lapses, and, at the same time, to become a self-

supporting entity. Three prospective avenues of approach

are being considered.

First, we are exploring the possibility of distributing

a series of multi-media information "packages" to interested

groups among the general public. We anticipate that school

boards, PTA organizations, and ad hoc citizens groups are

all likely consumer prospects. These packages perhaps

a Sequence Of:twelve monthly deliveries, w0Uld

a current edUcational issue 'Thqp, one:package

with segregatiOn' anOther with busing, Still

another with teacher tenure, SO While the

potential format is not yet firm, the typical package might

contain a film-clip, an audio cassette, a film strip,

twenty-five or so printer brochures, a leader's manual,

and similar components. To assess the feasibility of such

a venture, we are currently analyzing (1) probable pro-

costs in variable quantities, (2) probable consumerduction

interest, and (3) the use of other organizations for the

production, storage, and distribution of the package.

Second, we are making serious inquiries into the

possibility of an earlier aSpiration -- the mounting'of a

national, synchronized, communicatia campaign on a

8 8
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definitive issue. We would like to plan a campaign dealing

with, say, school finance -- for national exposure -- in

which all of the major media would lend their efforts to

a cooperative venture. In March of 1973, for example,

articles on the financing of the public schools might appear

in a variety of populai- magazines. At the same time,

television documentary, summarizing the problem and the

alternative solutions, might be broadcast on commercial

and public television. Radio personalities, serving as

hosts for "talk shows," might also be persuaded to treat

the topic during the same period. Finally, making use of

indirect communication apparatus, we might encourage

newspaper columnists, TV script writers of dramatic weekly

shows, and a variety of other indirect communication re-

sources to touch upon the topic during the campaign. The

Coalition team is engaged in an investigation of various

resources which might be used in such a campaign. To

illustrate, it is possible that business and industrial

firms could be persuaded to contribute to the'venture. in

the (form of manpower, material reSources, and money, In

addition, on a matching basis, .philanthropic foundations

might also be willing to contribute. There is reason to

believe, we think, that given a significant issue of wide-
,

spread interest to the general public, a vast number of

agencies and resources could be brough-t-intoplay in

arranging such a synchronized effort:.,
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Third, without view toward ultimate format, we are

exploring the possibility of coordinating the existing

resources for disseminating new knowledge about education

to all potential target audiences. These explorations

entail a complicated process of planning a mechanism, from

beginning to end, that will (a) utilize existing resources

and agencies in an efficient manner, (b) identify new

yet unexploited -- resources, and harness these to the ones

which now operate, and (c) coordinate the old and new

communication resources into communication activities which

capitalize upon new theoretical understandings of the

communication process. What all this means, in plain

language, is that the Coalition wishes to explore the

possibilities of going at the communication process in an

entirely different way. Utilizing the existing communica-

tion networks, the present

research, and communication devices which have never before

been brought into play, we wish to experiment with a new

kind of communication system. Our efforts in this regard

are prompted'Iargely -by the receipt of a grant froMthe

Ketteriria.Foundation, reflecting the.'Foundation's belief

that'programs for educating theipdblic about education

have not.yet been lproUght to a high art form.

-The activities envisioned will necessitate a number of'

sequential:steps which include,

90
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1. Creating devices for identifying significant

research;

2. Creating devices for interpreting significant

research;

3. Creating mechanisms for casting interpreted

research in multi-media formats;

4. Devising systems, utilizing the resources

of public television and other production

centers, for producing the multi-media

formats;

. Devising procedures for ensuring hardware

compatability;

. Establishing procedures for storing the

software and hardware components;

. Establishing procedures for distributing

the materials;

. Establishing methods of identifying consumer

needs;

. Establishing procedures for cost-sharing

profit-sharing among the contributing

organizatiOns and agenCies.

The goal is challenging, perhaps prohibitively so.

Nonetheless, we feel that even failure might be constructive

in that our ef.forts shOtild illuMinate: new Ways of COmmuniCa-

Accordingly, ad



hoc Coalition teams are now exploring each of the nine

operations indicated above. It is our hope that their

results, coupled with the other activities described earlier,

will provide a seed supply that, carefully nurtured, will

make a permanent, self-supporting Coalition a reality.



IX. A Plan for a Coalition

What remains, at this point, is the need to outline

a preliminary plan for the Coalition's future. After a

considerable amount of deliberation, the Coalition's

staff has concluded that a multi-dimensional format is

required. We believe that while there are a number of

significant contributions the Coalition can make, it would

be best to view

program. These

each cluster of activities

programs overlap and share

as a discrete

a number of

common mechanisms; nonetheless, a diversified organizational

approach offers several conspicuous advantages: the

management of personnel and resources is simplified; the

overall contribution of the Coalition is broadened; as the

Coalition develops, useful programs can be enlarged and

useless ones abandoned; and, above all, a broad spectrum

of activity increases the likelihood that the Coalition can

be self-correcting as it plots its own future.

The plan we suggest, consequently, really consists of

four sub-plans. Each represents a specific programmatic

approach to reducing a communication failure, and each helps

to improve the public's understanding of education. Sdnce

the programs are separate entities each must have its own

set of blueprints, its own target ambitions and its own

evaluation scheme. The four sub-plans are described below.



A. Service Operations

The projects we envision as "service operations

are essentially an extension of the kinds of activities

If

described earlier in the report. They are designed chiefly

to afford the Coalition an opportunity to increase its

understanding of the communication process. The service

operations represent brokerage endeavors. They will facili-

tate the accomplishment of a major Coalition goal: increasing

the amount of cooperative interaction among the producers,

distributors and consumers of educational information.

As is the case with those activities now underway--

in Dayton Jacksonville, Chicago, and elsewhere--we believe

that a service operation should be created whenever a good

opportunity presents itself. As the Coalition matures,

particular communication problems

time to time. As these

will become evident from

problems emerge, the Coalition should

--where ciroumstances Warrant-fashlOn-an

Four criteria

potential projects:

problem which

should be used to determine

appropriate project.

the suitability of

(a) the existence -of.a communication

cannot be_dealt_with by soMe other agencyv

(b) the presence of reasonable opportunity to conduct field:

research which Will

knowledge; (c)

the CoalitiOn

enlarge the Coalition'teChnical.

the opportunity to inVOlve. various
. .

members' of

cooperatively; and (d) the availability:of

prerequisite funds.



In sum, the service operations cong-titute an

ongoing cycle of short-term projects, each cf which will

serve the public good and expand the Coalition's range of

service.

Synchronized Communications Missions

The synchronized dissemination campaigns each

based upon a pervasive educational issue constitute a

second set of projects. In our judgment, the benefits to

be-derived from these projects are sufficient to warrant

their being considered as a specific operational pthase.

The synchronized campaigns, described in the previous

seCtion, inVOlve mounting of synchronized projects

which will result in the simultaneous dissemination of

information to the profession and to various sectors of

the lay public.

These synchronized communications missions give

promise of making a distinct contribution to the Coalition's

repertory. They should create an excellent mechanism

through which to coordinate the communication maneuvers

which result from the Coalition's research efforts. And

because of their multi-lateral immd multi-media complexions,

it is likely that they will do much to reduce the fragmen--

tation inherent in many dissemination programs. Finally,

they will help to meet a fundamental requirement of good



dissemination methodology: the generation of cuMulative

momentum. It seems likely, in other words that the

a synchronized mission will be that of causing

a great number of people across different segments of

society to think about and discuss--both informally and

formally--an educational issue. The sheer mass of atten-

tion should do much to engender substantially increased

effect Of

public interest. the ubiquitou :problem of coping

with the public s selective attention should be somewhat

relieved .

As matters presently stand, we are convinced

that it would be wise to create a Coalition team, managed

by a project team leader, for each synchronized communi-

cations mission that is undertaken. This team, consisting

of three to five individuals, would plan implement and

evaluate the mission, managing its affairs from inception

to completion. We suspect moreover, that the ability t

procure dollar support for the massion will be a sub-

stantive indication of its worth. The necessary support

should derive from a variety of sources: it should be

possible for example, to persuade philanthropic foundations

to underwrite a portion of the cost; business and indus-

trial corporations might contribute personnel and/or

material-resources; on a shared-cost basis, the government

itself might be willing to meet a portion of the overhead.



Of greatest import, however, our early explotions lead

us to believe that the major media networks in radio,

television and the press will--in the national interest--

lend their support to the cause. All of this is to say

that, given an issue of significance, a broad reservoir

of public and private resources can be tapped, increasing

to a considerable extent the feasibility of the synchron-

ized communications missions. A Coalition team presently

is preparsing to test the extent of such support on the

issue of school finance. The degree of the team.'s succes,

should provide a useful barometer to future endeavors.

C. Communication Packages

The third set of projects, the development of

multi-media communication packages, involves the major

components of producing and distributing vital information.

As suggested in the preceding section, we presently

-conceive of these packages -s a series of issue-oriented,

monthly productiOns,. Our projeCted plans remain tentative

because our feaSibility asSessment is not yet complete.

Much depends,

the

the

obviously,

willingness of

production

on the degree of aonsumer interest,

Coalition Members

storage

and the market factors'.

participate in

and:distribution of the packages,

7



Should this facet of the Coalition's program

prove workable, it would be desirable to assign permanent

non-rotating staff to the project. This staff would

work cooperatively with the membership alliance in

establishing the production and distribution procedures.

Given reasonable consumer interest, the various elements

of the delivery system could be sub-contracted with the

Coalition membership, as well as with other, outside

agencies. Our preliminary market research indicates

that the success of the venture will depend predominantly

upon several factors: (a) our ability to tailor the

content to specific audience interest, or our ability to

encourage new consumer interests; (b) our ability to

provide useful information in ways more convenient than

those which presently exist; and (c) our ability to

deliver the packages at an exceptionally favorable price.

In contrast to the service operations and

synchronized communications

'packages

missions, the multi-media

must pay their own waY, It Seems clear., for

example that the possibilities for subsidizing these

kindd of projects are exceedingly limited. All depends,

consequentlyi on our capacity. to "sell" a desirable product

for a modeSt

We are continuing our projected planning of the

multi-Media packageS. Once our forecasting data is in



and'our analysis complete, a "go/no-go" deciSiOn Willibe

Anade on this sub-plan.

D. New Ways .

It would be beneficial, we believe, to .explore

new ways of carrying out the communication process. Indeed,

it is the very failure to explore innovative approaches

that in large measure gave rise to the Coalition's exis-

tence. Our interest in pursuing experimentation with new

ways stems from an abiding conviction that our present

mechanisms are too

and tradition.

It was noted

primary objective in

in the preceding section that the

these projects is to identify new

yet unexploited resources, and

now in use.

Ways"

to conjoin these with those

AccOrdingly, those prOjects deSignated a

must of necessity, be exploratory and imaginative.

Thus, the Coalition must be willing to undergo a very real

risk of occasional failure and occasional success. Unless

high-risk ventures are undertaken, however, the point of

these projects will be lost. When the final chapter in

the Coalition s history is written, it may be that break-

throughs in the communiction process, resulting from



projects in search of new ways may well prove

Coalition's most distinguished achievement.

to be the

On page 91 of this report, nine activities are

seii- forth. We believe that it would be useful to mount

experimental projects in each of these nine areas. The

projects should be small-scale, and conceived syner-

gistically; that is, they should be regarded as pieces

puzzle which eventually will be patterned

into a systematic whole. As noted earlier,

investigations in the nine areas are

together

now in proCess. These;'

we believe, create a satisfactory platform on which to

mount further experimentation.

Specific Plannin Recommendations

Coalition shouZd maintain a

New personnel ShOuld be

missions are launched.

. In

engaged' s new and specifi

the immediate future, the Coalition should

continue to strive for low visibility. In time, as the

Coalition's record becomes public knowledge, greater

visibility wiZZ emerge as a matter of course.

3. During the immediate future, the Coalition shouZd

launch projects in each of the four areas described in

the report. These projects, the large,st posSible
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extent, shouZd emphasize the collaborative cooperation

of the producers, distributors and consumers,of educational

information.

4. At an earZy point, the CoaZition shouZd create

a NationaZ Advisory Board. This board, composed of

prestigious personages, shouZd meet yearly, review the

Coalition's activities, and make recommendations to its

governing council.

5. At an earZy date, the governing counpiZ shouZd

expand its membership from five to nine. New appointees

shouZd refZect a cross-section of racial and social sub-

cultures. Also, it is important that the additionaZ

appointees be repx,esentative of outside educational

agencies without a strong vested interest in communications.

6. Efforts to expand the Coalition alliancesworking

arrangements with the producers and distributors of

communications mediashould commence immediateZy.

7. Efforts to expand the CoaZition's membership

shouZd also begin immediateZy. To the extent possibZe,

the new members shouZd increase the diversity of the

Coalition's scope, providing personneZ resources

organizationaZ contacts not now, avaiZabZe.

and



8. As a means of announcing its purpose and intent,

the Coalition should give thought to hosting a nationaZ

conference on educational communications. This conference,

rather than functioning as yet another convention, should

attack the most pressing communications problems with which

we now are confronted. Scholars and other experts should

be invited to prepare formal papers, each directed

toward a specified problem. Following the conference,

the conclusions emanating from the aggregate papers

shouZd be widely shared with members of the communications

industry.

9. The Coalition shouZd continue to solicit both

sustaining funds and projeCt grants. In addition, as

new projectS are created, efforts to secure support in

the form of personneZ and m'aterial contributions should

be maintained.

10. As new,projects are initiated, efforts shouZd

be made to emphasize Several facets of the coMMunication

procee's whiCh offer great potentiaZ. Thebe ineZude.: ''the

uSe of d'?,alogue, feedback Mechanismss

two-way

such as

three phase

critica

communication; focus upon

legislators and school

and 2.-t7ir. foirmP

speCified target audiences

boards; and the use of a

approach--a preparation phase in which

1 probleM



in which aZternative solutions to the problem are dis-

seminated, and a foZZow-up phase in which the receivers

of the communication are obliged to use their new know-

Zedge in an actual decision-making task.

11. Transition from short-term to Zong-term goals

shouZd occur graduaZZy.

12. As operationaZ projects and missions are begun,

the CoaZition shouZd maintain a continuous program of

fieZd research and "theory-buiZding."

13; Efforts to study copyright factors, to promote

standardization of dispZay and production devices, and

to organize new forms of storage and delivery shouZd

continue.

14. Continued collaboration with the National Center

for Educational Research and DeveZopment, the dominant

Zeadership agency in educational communications, should

be sustained.

15. As new research and deveZopment programs are

formed within the profession, earZy liaison with these

programs shouZd be estabZished. Thereafter, the Coalition

shouZd attempt to inform the pubZic of experimental new

projects; this information shouZd be transmitted (a)



during the pZanning stage, (b) during the deiTelopment

stage, and (c) during the evaZuative stage, after research

and deveZopment are concZuded. Such an approach wiZZ do

much to reduce the gap between theory and practice, and

the "innOvative Zag."



X. A Projected Time Schedule

December, 1971 - Incorporation.

January, 1972 - Expansion of Policy Council.

January, 1972 - Creation of National Advisory Board.

January - June, 1972 - Solicitation of Additional Sustain-

ing Funds.

January, 1972 - January 1973 - Initiation of New Projects.

January, 1972 - January 1973 Initiation of "New Ways"

Projects.

January, 1972 - January 1973 - Initiation of Additional

Service Operations.

April, 1972 - National Conference on Educational Communi-

cations.

January, 1973 - Delivery of First Multi-Media Package

(if feasibility is verified).

April, 1973 - Delivery of First Synchronized Campaign

(if feasibility is verified).

:MR .
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XI. A Last Word

Human decisions are based upon both knowledge and

feeling. After the hard evidence is in, the pros and

cons weighed, and the data analyzed, there remains the

intuitive hunch and other sensory perceptions which must

also play a part in the decision. Throughout the report

we have restricted ourselves to the facts of the matter.

It therefore might be appropriate, in a last word, to

comment upon our "sixth sense" feelings about the Coalition's

future. The staff has discussed the venture with a vast

number of knowledgeable and informed people. The end

goal--achieving an educationally informed public--has been

debated, formally and informally, in order to determine

whether properly it is a viable reality or an unrealizable

dream. It is not, after all, the number of problems or

the magnitude of the obstacles which stand between human

success or failure; rather, it is the desire and capacity

to overcome the problems and circumvent the obstacles.

It is not crisisbut the way in which we respond to the

crisis--that stands between oblivion and survival.

All things considered, we are exceedingly sanguine.

There are, to be sure, many difficulties to resolve. None-

theless, both the importance of the Coalition's mission

and the probability of eventual success are grounds for
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considerable optimism. It would seem, in sum, that the

Coalition's ends are worthwhile, and that the ends can be

matched with appropriate means. Inferring from both logic

and feeling, consequently, we are heavily encouraged to

press onward.


